"Nonequilibrium Behavior of Carriers in Semiconductors Subjected to Strong Space-Time Varying Fields" (U)

During this funding period, the macrokinetic theory for electron transport (developed for semiconductors during the previous funding period) has been implemented for multivalley semiconductor. The model has been applied to GaAs subjected to rapidly varying (in time) fields. The set of material parameters used has been obtained by minimizing the error between calculated and measured transport parameters over the range of values of applied field for which experimental results are available. An experimental facility for investigating the transient dynamics of high power semiconducting switches has been established.
I. Overview of Research Program

High Power Semiconductor Switches (HPSS) have received considerable attention for the promise they offer to pulse power technologies. This promise is founded on the fact that with semiconducting materials as the switching medium, it is in principle possible to obtain: a) high current densities over large areas, b) conductivity modulation over several orders of magnitude, and c) high dielectric field strengths. Optically or electrically triggered bulk and junction devices are being investigated in a variety of geometries and covering a wide range of parameters. Semiconducting materials that have been considered are Si, GaAs, and very recently, diamond. Because of its high mobility and hold-off voltage, GaAs devices have been the focus of most of the effort. However, a major difficulty has surfaced with regards to the forward voltage drop of GaAs devices in the on-state. That is, the phenomenon of lock-on; upon switching, the device evolves into a self-sustaining state characterized by a constant voltage with high average field ($\approx 4 \text{ kV/cm}$); and consequently, intolerable losses. A number of possible causes have been proposed involving either contact or bulk properties of the devices. However, the physics behind this phenomenon is yet to be understood.

With AFOSR support, our research activities have focused on developing theoretical models and experimental diagnostic techniques for investigating this and other transient characteristics of these devices. Our aim has been to develop a quantitative understanding of the role of the various microscopic processes, material parameters, traps, and space-charge in shaping the behavior of the devices. During this contract period, we have developed a non-equilibrium model for describing the dynamics of carriers in multi-valley semiconductors. This model has been applied to GaAs devices subjected to rapidly varying (in time) fields. A code developed during the previous contract period has been used to obtain a set of material parameters for
GaAs by minimizing the error between calculated and measured values for transport parameters. The experimental facility to investigate the dynamics of switching, in particular space-charge redistribution, has also been completed during this period. In the next section a summary of the accomplishments made during the period of this contract is given. Sections III-V are devoted to a discussion of the results.

II. Review of Achievements and Activities During the Contract Period

During this funding period, we have accomplished the following:

(1) The concept of a macrokinetic distribution (MKD) developed in the previous contract period to describe the non-equilibrium dynamics of carriers in single-valley semiconductors, has been extended to multi-valley semiconductors. A two-valley model has been implemented and the results compared to those obtained using Monte Carlo methods. Excellent agreement has been obtained in situations where a single valley model is inadequate due to significant inter-valley carrier transfer. The macro-kinetic model is considerably easier to implement numerically than those based on the Boltzmann transport equation and requires orders of magnitude less computer time to run. The theory is presented in Sec. III.

(2) The theory described above has been successfully applied to modeling of electron transport in GaAs subjected to rapidly varying fields. This scheme provides an efficient scheme for device modeling, and overcomes the difficulty of evaluating the relaxation times in multi-valley conservation equations without a priori assumption of a displaced-Maxwellian distribution for the carriers. This application is discussed in Sec. IV.

(3) The modeling of charge transport in GaAs requires a number of material parameters, such as the effective mass, acoustic deformation potential, various phonon energies, energy separation between valleys, inter-valley and intra-valley deformation potentials, etc. At present, there are large uncertainties in the
experimental and theoretical values for some of these parameters. The Monte Carlo code developed in the previous funding period has been modified to develop a set of material parameters for GaAs by minimizing the error between calculated and measured values of the transport parameter over the range of applied electric fields for which experimental results are available. This investigation and the results obtained are presented in Sec. V.

(4) The experimental facility to investigate the dynamics of field collapse in high power photoconductive switches has been completed and preliminary results have been obtained. A discussion of the facility is presented in Appendix A.
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A number of presentations were also made during this period. Abstracts are given in Appendix B. Also during this period, one student (M. Cheng) received his Ph.D. and is currently on the faculty at the University of New Orleans. A postdoctoral fellow (A. Garvie) joined the research and has been responsible for setting up the experimental facility.
III. A Theory of Nonequilibrium Carrier Transport in Multivalley Semiconductors

I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of the Gunn effect\(^1\,^2\) confirmed the prediction\(^3\,^4\) of electron transfer between light-mass and heavy-mass valleys in GaAs and InP. This transfer has subsequently been found\(^5\,^6\) to have a significant influence on electron transport in multivalley semiconductors, particularly in nonequilibrium conditions and also at fields where intervalley scattering is a dominant process. For example, in high-frequency devices with a short active channel, the intervalley transitions play an important role near the cathode contact.\(^7\) This can generally be said of any device with small temporal and/or spatial scale. Similarly, the velocity-undershoot behavior\(^8\) of electrons in GaAs subjected to a picosecond pulse electric field is explained, in part, in terms of the electron transfer from upper valleys to the central valley, which scattering process results in a randomization of the momentum.

At the kinetic level, the semiclassical description of carrier dynamics in multivalley semiconductors is given in terms of the phase-space distribution functions for the carriers in each valley. These distributions obey Boltzmann transport equations (BTEs) that are coupled by intervalley scattering processes. Difficulties in dealing with the scattering terms in the coupled system of equations make this approach unattractive. To simplify the problem, these terms have been approximated by using the relaxation approximation for both intervalley and intravalley scatterings.\(^7\,^8\); however, this approach loses its generality at high fields. An alternate procedure to the BTE for obtaining the distribution function in each valley is to use Monte Carlo (MC) methods. Although easy to implement, this procedure is computationally time consuming, particularly for device simulations.

A number of approaches have been proposed with the objective of obtaining a model that is easier to implement while including the pertinent physics. Most of them make use\(^9\,^{14}\) of a finite set of moments of the BTE. The difficulty in implementing this approach is the determination of the unknown coefficients appearing in the truncated moment equations. This is especially true in multivalley semiconductors, which require a set of moment equations for each valley. The difficulty has resulted in the fact that most treatments of transport in multivalley semiconductors using moment equations assume only a single valley. In this approximation, a single distribution function, averaged over the valleys, is taken to represent the distributions in all valleys; consequently, the moments correspond to averages over the valleys. Moreover, with this distribution, the unknown coefficients in the "equivalent" single-valley moment equations can be easily evaluated.\(^9\) However, the dynamics of carrier transfer are not properly taken into account when using this single-valley description.\(^6\,^{11}\,^{14}\) As an alternative, and in order to keep a multivalley description, the assumption is made that the distribution function in each valley is a (different) displaced Maxwellian distribution.\(^5\,^{15}\,^{16}\) These distributions are then used to evaluate the unknown coefficients in the moment equations for each valley. However, this assumption is rather severe, since the distribution may be appreciably different from a displaced Maxwellian in some semiconductors.\(^17\,^{19}\)

In this paper a theory of nonequilibrium carrier transport in multivalley semiconductors is presented. It is based on the concept of a macrokinetic distribution (MKD) \(^14,^{20,\,21}\) and on moments of the BTE. No a priori assumptions are made in this theory about the shape of the carrier distribution in momentum, \(k\), space. The MKD is a momentum-dependent function with macroscopic space-time scales and obeys an equation that is macroscopically equivalent to the BTE. The MKD can also be obtained using MC methods. The unknown parameters and rates appearing in the multivalley moment equations can be evaluated using the MKD. It is shown that in the case of strong intervalley transitions, the single-valley description does not account for energy and momentum exchanges between valleys. This leads to a significant difference between the multi- and single-valley behavior for the relaxation of mean energy and momentum.\(^14\) For simplicity, a semiconductor test model is set up to develop the theoretical details of the macrokinetic model and to
carry out the numerical calculations. The band structure and the scattering mechanisms used in this model are given in the Appendix. Results are presented for the response of electrons to a step change in electric field and compared to those obtained using MC methods and an equivalent single-valley model.

In the next section, a brief overview of the macrokinetic theory for a single-valley band is given. The multivalley description is shown in Sec. III. In Sec. IV the results and comparisons are presented. Concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.

II. THE MACROKINETIC MODEL

This model has been discussed for a single-valley band in a previous paper\(^1\); consequently, only a brief description is presented here. It is a priori assumed that for the situation of interest a finite set of moment equations can be used to describe carrier behavior. A MKD, \(f_M\), is introduced that is macroscopically equivalent to the microscopic phase-space distribution, \(f(k,r,t)\). The \(f_M\) obeys an equation\(^1\) that is equivalent to the BTE in the space-time scale of the moment equations. The equation for \(f_M\) and the moment equations constitute the model. This set can be used to describe the nonequilibrium behavior of carriers in the time scale corresponding to the characteristic times in the moment equations.

Since \(\tau > \tau_\text{m} > \tau_e\) in semiconductors, where \(\tau, \tau_\text{m},\) and \(\tau_e\) are carrier density, energy, and momentum relaxation times, respectively, the moment equations can be ordered and a finite set selected depending on the level of description or degree of space-time coarseness desired in the model. To a given finite set of moment equations corresponds a MKD that serves to close the set. The equation for this MKD is obtained from the BTE. For a single-valley band, the BTE is written as

\[
\partial_t f + v \cdot \nabla f + \frac{qE}{\hbar} \cdot \nabla f = \left[ \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} \right]_{\text{coll linked}},
\]

where \(v\) is the velocity and \(E\) is the electric field. The corresponding first three moment equations for the single valley are

\[
\partial_t n + \nabla \cdot (nv) = n/\tau,
\]

\[
\partial_t \left( n \bar{v} \right) + \nabla \cdot \left( \bar{v} \nabla \phi \right) - qnE\bar{u} = - \left[ n(\bar{v} - \bar{e}_0)/\tau_e \right],
\]

\[
\partial_t \left( n \bar{\rho} \right) + \nabla \cdot \left( \bar{\rho} \nabla \phi \right) - qnE = - \left( n \bar{\rho}/\tau_m \right),
\]

where the bracket represents an average over the distribution, \(n\) is the carrier density, \(\bar{v}\) is the average velocity, \(\bar{e}\) is the mean energy, \(\bar{\rho}\) is the average momentum, and \(\bar{e}_0\) is the thermal energy. The carrier density, energy, and momentum relaxation times are defined by

\[
n/\tau = \int \frac{\partial f}{\partial t}|_c \, d\mathbf{k},
\]

\[
-\frac{n(\bar{v} - \bar{e}_0)}{\tau_e} = \int \epsilon \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} \right) |_c \, d\mathbf{k},
\]

\[
-\frac{n \bar{\rho}}{\tau_m} = \int \rho \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} \right) |_c \, d\mathbf{k}.
\]

Subsequently, the various levels of description that can be obtained using Eqs. (2) are discussed.

A. The \(S_1\) description, valid for time scale \(\geq \tau\)

In this time scale, the dynamics of the carriers can be described by Eq. (2a). Consequently, the corresponding MKD is taken to have the same space-time dependence as the carrier density; that is,

\[
f(k,r,t) = f_M^{(1)}(k,n(r,t)).
\]

Using Eqs. (2a) and (4) in Eq. (1), the equation for \(f_M^{(1)}\) is obtained.

B. The \(S_2\) description, valid for time scale \(\geq \tau_m\)

In this case, the description is in terms of a MKD that depends on the carrier density and mean energy,

\[
f(k,r,t) = f_M^{(2)}(k,n(r,t),\bar{e}(r,t)),
\]

and the corresponding first two moment equations [Eqs. (2a) and (2b)]. The equation for \(f_M^{(2)}\) has been shown\(^{14}\) to be, for uniform conditions,

\[
qE_{\text{eq}} \partial_t \partial_t f_M^{(2)} = \left( \frac{\partial f_M^{(2)}}{\partial t} \right),
\]

where

\[
qE_{\text{eq}} = \left( \bar{e}(t) - \bar{e}_0 \right)/u_r \tau_e,
\]

with

\[
nu_s = \int f_M^{(2)}(k,n,r) \, d\mathbf{k}.
\]

Equation (7a) represents a system that obeys a steady-state system with an equivalent field, \(E_{\text{eq}}\), as the driving force. \(u_r\) is the "steady-state" average velocity that is seen to depend on the time-varying mean energy. Equation (7c) implies that in this description, the mean momentum of carriers responds instantaneously to an equivalent field, \(E_{\text{eq}}\).

The unknown rates in Eqs. (2a) and (2b) can be obtained in terms of the mean energy by evaluating the integrals in Eqs. (3a) and (3b) using the MKD obtained from Eq. (7a). The \(S_2\) MKD can be obtained, for example, from MC simulations and the rates tabulated as functions of the mean energy or equivalent field. For a given problem, it is then only necessary to solve Eqs. (2a) and (2b).

C. The \(S_3\) description, valid for time scale \(\geq \tau_m\)

The system of equations that describe the system in this time scale consists of the first three moment equations [Eqs. (2a)–(2c)] of the BTE and the corresponding MKD, which
is taken to depend on carrier density, mean energy, and average momentum:

\[ f(k,r,t) = f_M^{(1)}[k, n(r), \bar{e}(r,t), \vec{v}(r,t)] . \]

In a previous paper, a relaxation process is used to model the evolution of the smaller time-scale distribution (\( f_M^{(2)} \)) into the larger time-scale distribution (\( f_M^{(1)} \)). An alternative is to approximate \( f_M^{(1)} \) with \( f_M^{(2)} \) in the evaluation of the averaged rates [Eqs. (3a)-(3c)]. This simple approach is valid when the momentum relaxation time is relatively small compared to the energy relaxation time. It is, in general, true for GaAs and Si unless the situation is considered at relatively low fields. Similarly to the \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) descriptions, the unknown coefficients in Eqs. (2a)-(2c) can be evaluated using \( f_M^{(1)} \).

**III. THE MULTIVALLEY DESCRIPTION**

For simplicity a two-valley model is used to illustrate the theory. The BTEs for this model, assuming spatial uniformity, are given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t f_1 + \frac{qE}{\hbar} \nabla_x f_1 &= \left( \frac{\partial f_1}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intra}} + \left( \frac{\partial f_1}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{inter}}, \\
\partial_t f_2 + \frac{qE}{\hbar} \nabla_x f_2 &= \left( \frac{\partial f_2}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intra}} + \left( \frac{\partial f_2}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{inter}},
\end{align*}
\]

where \( f_i(k) \) is the distribution function in the \( i \)-th valley,

\[
\left( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intra}} = \int P_{ii}(k',k) f_i(k') d k';
\]

\[
\left( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{inter}} = -\int P_{ij}(k,k') f_j(k') d k',
\]

with \( i,j=1,2 \). The transition rates per state, \( P_{ij} \), are given in the Appendix. The first term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (8) represents the electron-phonon collisions inside the same valley, and the last two terms represent the intervalley transitions.

The conservation (macroscopic) equation corresponding to a microscopic physical quantity, \( \phi_i(k) \), defined in each valley can be obtained by averaging over the distribution and using the BTE. The resulting equation is

\[
\partial_t \langle \phi_i \rangle + \frac{qE}{\hbar} \langle \nabla_x \phi_i \rangle = \left( \frac{\partial \langle \phi_i \rangle}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intra}} + \left( \frac{\partial \langle \phi_i \rangle}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{inter}},
\]

where

\[
\langle \phi_i \rangle = \int f_i(k) \phi(k) d k, \quad \text{and} \quad \langle \phi \rangle = n \bar{\phi} = n_1 \bar{\phi}_1 + n_2 \bar{\phi}_2 . \]

For \( \phi_i = 1/n, \bar{E}_k, \) and \( e, \) the moment equations for density, average momentum, and mean energy are obtained.

**A. Density conservation equations, \( \phi(k) = 1 \)**

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t n_1 &= n_2 v_{12} - n_1 v_{12} , \\
\partial_t n_2 &= n_1 v_{12} - n_2 v_{21} ,
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
n_1 v_{12} &= -\left( \frac{\partial n_1}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{inter}} = \left( \frac{\partial n_1}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intra}}, \\
n_2 v_{21} &= \left( \frac{\partial n_2}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{inter}} = -\left( \frac{\partial n_2}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intra}},
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\int P_{12}(k_1,k_2) f_1(k_1) d k_1 d k_2 , \\
\int P_{21}(k_1,k_2) f_2(k_2) d k_1 d k_2 .
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, the total intervalley transition for carrier density in the multivalley system vanishes. That is,

\[
\left( \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{inter}} = \left( \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intra}} = 0,
\]

where \( n = n_1 + n_2 \). This implies that in the \( S_1 \) regime, where the time scale of interest is much greater than energy and momentum relaxation times, the single-valley description is sufficient to determine carrier behavior in multivalley semiconductors.

**B. Momentum conservation equation, \( \phi(k) = \bar{E}_k = \bar{p} \)**

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t (n_1 \bar{p}_1) - q E n_1 &= - \frac{n_1 \bar{p}_1}{\tau_{m11}} - \frac{n_1 \bar{p}_1}{\tau_{m12}}, \\
\partial_t (n_2 \bar{p}_2) - q E n_2 &= - \frac{n_2 \bar{p}_2}{\tau_{m22}} - \frac{n_2 \bar{p}_2}{\tau_{m21}},
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{n_1 \bar{p}_1}{\tau_{m11}} &= \int \frac{P_{11}(k)}{\tau_{m11}} d k , \\
\frac{n_1 \bar{p}_1}{\tau_{m12}} &= \int \frac{P_{12}(k)}{\tau_{m12}} d k ,
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\frac{n_1 \bar{p}_2}{\tau_{m22}} = \int \frac{P_{22}(k)}{\tau_{m22}} d k ,
\]

\[
\frac{n_1 \bar{p}_2}{\tau_{m21}} = 0.
\]
with 
\[
\frac{1}{\tau_y(k_i)} = \int P_u(k, k_i) d k_i,
\]
and 
\[
\frac{1}{\tau_u(k_i)} = \int P_u(k, k_i) d k_i.
\]
\(\tau_y^{-1}\) and \(\tau_u^{-1}\), given in the Appendix, are the intravalley and intervalley scattering rates, respectively. \(\tau_{mi}\) and \(\tau_{mu}\) are the intravalley and intervalley momentum exchange times, respectively. The total intervalley momentum exchange rate in this model is given by
\[
\left(\frac{\partial \langle \rho \rangle}{\partial t}\right)_{\text{inter}} = -\frac{n_1 \bar{\rho}_1}{\tau_{m11}} - \frac{n_2 \bar{\rho}_2}{\tau_{m22}},
\]
where \((\langle \rho \rangle) = n \langle \rho \rangle = n_1 \rho_1 + n_2 \rho_2\), and \(\bar{\rho}_i = m_i u_i\). In the case of strong intervalley transitions, \(\tau_y^{-1}\) is comparable to \(\tau_u^{-1}\), and thus from Eqs. \((12a)\) and \((12b)\) \(\tau_{mu}^{-1}\) is comparable to \(\tau_{mi}^{-1}\). Consequently, the total intervalley momentum exchange rate \([\text{Eq. (13)}]\) is comparable to the total intravalley momentum exchange rate per unit time which is given by
\[
\left(\frac{\partial \langle \rho \rangle}{\partial t}\right)_{\text{int}} = -\frac{n_1 \bar{\rho}_1}{\tau_{m11}} - \frac{n_2 \bar{\rho}_2}{\tau_{m22}}.
\]
Note that the single-valley approximation does not properly account for the momentum exchange between valleys.

C. Energy conservation equation, \(\phi_i(k_i) = \epsilon\)

\[
\partial_t (n_i \bar{\epsilon}_i) - qE n_i u_i = -\frac{n_1 (\bar{\epsilon}_1 - \epsilon_0)}{\tau_{m11}} + \frac{n_2 (\bar{\epsilon}_2 - \epsilon_0)}{\tau_{m22}},
\]
where the intravalley and intervalley energy exchange times, \(\tau_{mi}\) and \(\tau_{mu}\), respectively, are defined as
\[
\frac{n_i (\bar{\epsilon}_i - \epsilon_0)}{\tau_{mi}} = \left(\frac{\partial \langle \epsilon \rangle}{\partial t}\right)_{\text{int}} = \int d k'_i \int d k_1 \bar{\epsilon}_i P_u(k_1, k'_i) f_i(k'_i),
\]
and
\[
\frac{n_i (\bar{\epsilon}_i - \epsilon_0)}{\tau_{mu}} = \left(\frac{\partial \langle \epsilon \rangle}{\partial t}\right)_{\text{inter}} = -\int d k_2 \epsilon f_i(k_2),
\]
where \(\bar{\epsilon}_i = n \bar{\epsilon}_i = n_1 \bar{\epsilon}_1 + n_2 \bar{\epsilon}_2\), and \(\bar{\epsilon}_i = m_i u_i\). The phonon energy, \(\hbar \omega_{\mu}\), and the energy separation between valleys, \(\Delta \epsilon_p\), are given in the Appendix. It is noted that \(\tau_{m11} \neq \tau_{m21}\) and \(\tau_{m12} \neq \tau_{m22}\), even in the case where \(\Delta \epsilon_p\) equals zero since \(\hbar \omega_{\mu} \neq 0\). The total energy exchange per unit time between valleys is
\[
\left(\frac{\partial \langle \epsilon \rangle}{\partial t}\right)_{\text{inter}} = \frac{n_i \bar{\epsilon}_i}{\tau_{m11}} - \frac{n_i \bar{\epsilon}_1}{\tau_{m21}} + \frac{n_i \bar{\epsilon}_2}{\tau_{m22}} - \frac{n_i \bar{\epsilon}_i}{\tau_{m12}},
\]
where \(\epsilon_{n} + \Delta \epsilon_p + \hbar \omega_{\mu} \neq 0\).

\[\text{IV. RESULTS}\]

Results are presented in this section for the band model discussed in Sec. III. This band model has two different valleys with effective masses equal to 0.08\(m_0\) (lower valley) and 0.3\(m_0\) (upper valley), respectively, where \(m_0\) is the free-electron mass. The \(\epsilon-k\) relation of carriers in each valley is characterized by
\[
\epsilon_i = \hbar^2 k_i^2/2m_i.
\]
The results obtained with this model are also compared to those obtained using a single-valley “equivalent” description\(^{14}\) and multivalley MC simulations.\(^{17}\) For further sim-

plification, a test model is also used for the k-space transition rates. The scattering model is given in the Appendix. These transition rates are used in all the calculations presented in this paper.

To illustrate the dynamics of the carriers in multivalley semiconductors, the transient behavior of electrons (in the test model) influenced by a step change in electric field is presented. The applied field is along the z direction and equal to \( E_1 \) for \( t < t_1 \) and \( E_2 \) for \( t \geq t_1 \). For \( t < t_1 \), the system is in steady state. A finite difference technique\(^3\) has been used to solve the moment equations for the single-valley descriptions [Eqs. (2a)-(2c) without space dependence] and for the multivalley description [Eqs. (9), (11), and (14)].

In the first example, \( E_1 = 5 \) kV/cm, \( E_2 = 15 \) kV/cm, and \( t_1 = 0.3 \) ps. The behavior in time of the total mean energy and average velocity obtained from numerical solutions in Eqs. (9), (11), and (14) are shown in Fig. 1. The rates in these equations are evaluated from the integrals, Eqs. (10), (12), and (15) using the MKD in each valley. The MKD is obtained from MC simulations in term of energy, as discussed in Sec. II. The results obtained using other methods are also shown. It can be seen that the single-valley variables respond to the change in electric fields faster than those corresponding to a multivalley model (both the moment description and the MC method). Moreover, the transient energy and velocity obtained from the multivalley moment equations based on the macrokinetic model are in excellent agreement.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**FIG. 1.** Evolution of total mean energy and average velocity as a consequence of a step change in applied field from 5 to 15 kV/cm. (a) Mean energy and (b) average velocity.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**FIG. 2.** Evolution of normalized population, mean energy, and average velocity of the carriers in each valley as a consequence of a step change in applied field. Same conditions as Fig. 1. (a) Population, (b) mean energy, and (c) average velocity.
agreement with those obtained from MC calculations (see Fig. 1).

The slower carrier relaxation observed using a multivalley description as compared to a single-valley description can be explained with the aid of Eqs. (13) and (16b). The slowest time scale in the model is that of the carrier density. The slow response of the carrier density to changes in the field [see Fig. 2(a)] influences the change in mean energy through the first term on the RHS of Eq. (16b), and thus the velocity response since the moment relaxation times are strongly dependent on energy. In the case of strong intervalley transitions, the intervalley momentum and energy exchanges in Eq. (13) and the last two terms in Eq. (16b) also determine the dynamical evolution of energy and momentum. The evolution of carrier density, mean energy, and average velocity in each valley is shown in Fig. 2. This also shows excellent agreement between the macrokinetic model using a multivalley description and the MC method.

Similar comparisons are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for a step change in field from $E_1 = 15 \text{ kV/cm}$ to $E_2 = 5 \text{ kV/cm}$ and

FIG. 3. Evolution of total mean energy and average velocity of the test model as a consequence of a step change in applied field from 15 to 5 kV/cm. (a) Mean energy and (b) average velocity.

FIG. 4. Evolution of normalized population, mean energy, and average velocity of carriers in each valley as a consequence of a step change in applied field. Same conditions as Fig. 3. (a) Population, (b) mean energy, and (c) average velocity.
\( t_1 = 0.5 \text{ ps.} \) The slower responses of mean energy and average velocity to the change in field using multivalley description as compared to a single-valley description (Fig. 3) can also be seen. This is due to the slower carrier density response [see Fig. 4(a)] to the time-varying field as discussed for the step-up change. The evolution of carrier density, mean energy, and average velocity in each valley using the macrokinetic model and the MC method is shown in Fig. 4. Again, excellent agreement is obtained between these two descriptions.

For each step field, MC simulations (50 000 electrons have been used) require more than 4 h of computation time in the Micro-Vax II. However, solving the moment equations for the single-valley description and for the multivalley description takes about 1.7 and 7.0 s, respectively, in the same computer.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A theory of nonequilibrium transport of carriers in multivalley semiconductors has been presented. It is based on the macrokinetic model\(^4\) for the distribution function in each valley. It is shown that in the case of nonequilibrium and strong intervalley scatterings the transfer effect of carriers between valleys is not properly taken into account when using a single-valley description. The carriers are observed to respond faster to changes in the applied field when using a single-valley "equivalent" model as compared to a multivalley model. That is, the single-valley model by not properly accounting for the dynamics of intervalley energy and the momentum exchanges drives the carrier to equilibrium faster than the multivalley model. Moreover, since the scales at which the relaxation occurs is that of the moment equations, the MKD can correctly yield the macroscopic scattering rates. This can be seen from the excellent agreement between the results from multivalley moment model and the MC results.
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APPENDIX

The multivalley semiconductor test model used in this paper has a central valley with mass equal to 0.08 \( m_0 \) and two equivalent satellite valleys with mass equal to 0.03 \( m_0 \). The energy difference between the lower (central) valley and upper valleys is \( \Delta \varepsilon_{12} = 0.15 \text{ eV} \). All valleys have a parabolic band structure. The \( \varepsilon-k \) relation is given by \( \varepsilon = \hbar^2 k^2 / 2m_0 \).

The transition rate for intravalley scattering from state \( k_i \) to \( k_j \) is given by

\[
S_i(k_i, k_j) = (2\pi/\hbar)^3 |H_{ij}|^2 \delta(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_j + \hbar \omega_{ij})
\]

(A1)

and by

\[
S_i(k_i, k_j) = (2\pi/\hbar)^3 |H_{ij}|^2 \delta(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_j + \hbar \omega_{ij} - \Delta \varepsilon)
\]

(A2)

for intervalley scattering from state \( k_i \) to \( k_j \), where \( ij = 1,2, i \neq j \), \( \Delta \varepsilon_{12} = -\Delta \varepsilon_{21} \), and \( H_{ij} \) (or \( H_{ji} \)) is the matrix element between the initial and the final states. Thus, transition rate per state in Sec. II is given by

\[
P_i(k_i, k_j') = \left( \frac{V}{2\pi} \right) S_i(k_i, k_j')
\]

\[
P_i(k_i, k_j) = \left( \frac{V}{2\pi} \right) S_i(k_i, k_j),
\]

where \( V \) is the crystal volume. The scattering mechanism in each valley is given as follows:

(i) Intravalley scattering: The intravalley phonon energy in each valley is taken to be \( \hbar \omega_{ij} = \hbar \omega_{ji} = 0.035 \text{ eV} \). The matrix element, \( H_{ij} \), is assumed to be constant for either the emission process or the absorption process. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

\[
S_i(k_i, k_j') = \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} B \left( \frac{N_i \delta(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_j - \hbar \omega_{ij})}{(N_i + 1) \delta(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_j + \hbar \omega_{ij})} \right),
\]

(A3)

where \( B \) is a constant and \( N_i \) is the phonon distribution. In this model, \( N_i \) is assumed to be in equilibrium and given by

\[
N_i = \frac{1}{\exp(\hbar \omega_{ij}/k_B T) - 1},
\]

where \( k_B T \) is the thermal energy. In Eq. (A3) \( N_i \) and \( N_i + 1 \) correspond to the processes of phonon absorption and emission, respectively. The total scattering rate out of the state \( k_i \), for this process is, therefore, given by

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{i}(k_i)} = \frac{V}{(2\pi)^3} \int S_i(k_i, k_j') dk_j'.
\]

For a parabolic valley, the total scattering is found to be

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{i}(k_i)} = D_i \sqrt{\rho_i} \left( \frac{N_i}{N_i + 1} \right),
\]

(A4)

where

\[
D_i = \frac{\sqrt{2m_i^{3/2} k_B T}}{\pi \hbar^3}.
\]

In this test model, \( D_1 = 2.5 \times 10^{13} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ eV}^{-1/2} \) and \( D_2 = 5.0 \times 10^{13} \text{ s}^{-1} \text{ eV}^{-1/2} \).

(ii) Intervalley scattering: Intervalley phonon energy is taken to be \( \hbar \omega_{ij} = \hbar \omega_{ji} = 0.035 \text{ eV} \). Similarly, \( H_{ij} \) is taken to be constant. Equation (A2) is rewritten as

\[
S_i(k_i, k_j)
\]

\[
= \frac{2\pi}{\hbar} B_y \left( \frac{N_y \delta(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_j - \hbar \omega_{ij} - \Delta \varepsilon)}{(N_y + 1) \delta(\varepsilon_i - \varepsilon_j + \hbar \omega_{ij} - \Delta \varepsilon)} \right).
\]

(A5)

where \( B_y \) is constant, \( N_y \) is the intervalley phonon distribution which is in equilibrium and given by

\[
N_y = \frac{1}{\exp(\hbar \omega_{ij}/k_B T) - 1}.
\]

In Eq. (A5) \( N_y \) and \( N_y + 1 \) correspond to the processes of phonon absorption and emission, respectively. Similarly, the total scattering rate out of \( k_i \) for this process is written as

\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{i}(k_i)} = \frac{V}{(2\pi)^3} \int S_i(k_i, k_j) dk_j.
\]

For our model, it can be rewritten as
IV. A Transport Model for Carriers in Small Spatial/Temporal Scale Compound Semiconductor Devices

I. Introduction

Device modeling requires a proper transport model to describe the carrier transport phenomena that characterize device performances, such as the upper frequency limit and power efficiency. The choices of transport models, in general, depend on space/time scales of interest. For example, the conventional model for device analysis is based on the drift-diffusion model which assumes a quasi-equilibrium distribution of carriers and thus cannot account for non-equilibrium behavior due to rapidly space/time-varying fields, such as overshoot [1-5] and undershoot [6] phenomena. This model is, therefore, inadequate when frequencies approach several 10 GHz and/or devices are scaled down to submicrometer size. In such small-scale devices, a transport model including pertinent physics of non-equilibrium phenomena is thus desirable. Most of transport models that have been used [7-13] to account for non-equilibrium phenomena of carriers in compound semiconductor devices is based on the single-valley conservation equations. It has been assumed that the energy and momentum relaxation times in the conservation equations only depend on the carrier mean energy (theoretically, on all moments of the carrier distribution function [14,15]) and are described by the phenomenological equations [7,8]. In compound semiconductor devices, carrier behavior is described by the distribution function in each valley. These distributions in different valleys obey the Boltzmann transport equations (BTE's) that are coupled by inter-valley scattering processes. Consequently, the macroscopic description is given by a set of multi-valley conservation equations which are thus coupled by carrier inter-valley transitions. However, the relaxation times in the multi-valley conservation equations cannot be determined from the phenomenological equations [7,8]. The difficulty in determining these times has led to the fact that the use of the conservation equations for carrier dynamics in compound semiconductor devices has assumed [1,2,7-13] only a single valley where the
carrier density, mean energy and average momentum are averaged over all valleys.

Inter-valley transfer has significant influences on non-equilibrium carrier dynamics in compound semiconductor devices. It has been previously found [14-16] that the use of the single-valley conservation equations for the carrier dynamics in GaAs results in faster response to a rapid change in electrical field than actually occurs. This behavior is caused by the slow averaged inter-valley transitions [16] that are not properly taken into account in the single-valley conservation equations. In situations where inter-valley scattering is dominant, the multi-valley conservation equations are therefore necessary. In order to determine the relaxation times for solving the multi-valley conservation equations and to account for inter-valley transfer effects, the assumption has been made in most papers [17-23] that the distribution function in each valley is a displaced Maxwellian. These distributions are then used to evaluate the relaxation times. However, it is well-known that in hot electron situations the electron distribution function appreciably differs from a displaced Maxwellian in compound semiconductors [24,25].

In this paper, a non-equilibrium transport model for compound semiconductor devices has been developed based on the concept of the Macro-Kinetic Distribution (MKD) functions [14-16] (whose time scales are characterized by moments of the distribution). The model provides an efficient scheme for device modeling, and can account for the transfer effects without a priori assumption of a displaced Maxwellian distribution. The mathematical formulation of this multi-valley transport model is given in the next section. The resulting model is applied to electron transport in three-valley GaAs with non-parabolic bandstructure subjected to rapidly time-varying fields. The results compared to those obtained from a Monte Carlo method [25] are presented in Sec.II. Conclusions are given in Sec.IV.

II. The Multi-Valley Transport Model

The exact description of carrier transport in compound semiconductors subjected to space/time-varying fields in semi-classical regime is given by the BTE's that are coupled by inter-valley scattering processes and written as

\[
\frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} + v_i \cdot \nabla f_i + \frac{qE}{\hbar} \cdot \nabla_k f_i = \left( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intra}} + \sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{N_v} \left( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \right)_{ij,\text{inter}} + \sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{N_v} \left( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \right)_{ij,\text{inter}},
\]

where \( f_i(r,k_i,t) \) is the ith-valley distribution in phase space, \( N_v \) is the number of valleys, \( v_i \) is the carrier velocity, \( k_i \) is the wave vector, \( E \) is the electric field, and \( \hbar \) is the Planck constant divided by \( 2\pi \). The first term of the RHS represents the intra-valley scattering, and the inter-valley scattering processes out of and into the ith valley are described by the second and third terms of the RHS, respectively. The carrier density, energy and nementum conservation equations in each valley can be obtained from Eq. (1) by averaging over the distribution, and are given by

\[
\frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (n_i v_i) = \sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{N_v} n_j v_{ji} - \sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{N_v} n_i v_{ij},
\]
\[
\frac{\partial (n_i \bar{p}_i)}{\partial t} + \nabla (n_i \bar{p}_i \cdot u_i) = q E n_i - \nabla (n_i k_B T_{el}) - \frac{n_i \bar{p}_i}{\tau_{mi}} - \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{N} \frac{n_j \bar{p}_j}{\tau_{mj}},
\]

(3)

\[
\nabla (n_i \bar{e}_i) + \nabla \cdot [n_i u_i (\bar{e}_i + k_B T_{el})]
= q E \cdot n_i u_i - \frac{n_i (\bar{e}_i - e_o)}{\tau_{
abla \bar{e}}} + \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{N} \frac{n_j \bar{e}_j}{\tau_{\nabla e_j}} - \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{N} \frac{n_j \bar{e}_j}{\tau_{\nabla e_j}},
\]

(4)

where \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann constant, and \( T_{el} \) is the electron temperature related to carrier mean energy \( \bar{e}_i \) by

\[
\bar{e}_i = \frac{1}{2} m_i^* u_i^2 + \frac{3}{2} k_B T_{el}.
\]

\( m_i^* \) is the macroscopic effective mass of carriers, and \( n_i \), \( \bar{p}_i \), and \( u_i \) are carrier density, average momentum, and average velocity in the \( i \)th valley, respectively. The averaged inter-valley carrier transition rates \( n_{ij} \) are defined as

\[
n_{ij} = \int P_{ij}(k_{i}, k_{j}) f(k_{i}) dk_{i} dk_{j},
\]

(5)

where \( P_{ij} \) is the transition rate from \( i \)th to \( j \)th valley. The intra-valley and inter-valley momentum exchange times \( (\tau_{mii} \text{ and } \tau_{mij}, \text{ respectively}) \) are defined as

\[
- \frac{n_i \bar{p}_i}{\tau_{mii}} = \int P_{ii}(k_{i}, k_{i}) f(k_{i}) dk_{i} - \int \frac{P_{ij} f(k_{i})}{\tau_{
abla f}(k_{i})} dk_{i},
\]

(6a)

\[
- \frac{n_i \bar{p}_i}{\tau_{mi\prime}} = - \int \frac{P_{ij} f(k_{i})}{\tau_{ij}(k_{i})} dk_{i},
\]

(6b)

and the intra-valley and inter-valley energy exchange times \( (\tau_{eii}, \tau_{eij}, \text{ and } \tau_{eij}, \text{ respectively}) \) are given by

\[
\frac{n_i (\bar{e}_i - e_o)}{\tau_{
abla e_i}} = \int dk_{i} \int dk_{i} e_i P_{ii}(k_{i}, k_{i}) f(k_{i}) - \int dk_{i} \frac{e_i f(k_{i})}{\tau_{
abla e_i}(k_{i})},
\]

(7a)

\[
\frac{n_i \bar{e}_i}{\tau_{
abla e_i}} = - \int \frac{e_i f(k_{i})}{\tau_{ij}(k_{i})},
\]

(7b)
\[
\frac{n_i e_i}{\tau_{eji}} = \int dk_j \frac{(e_j + \Delta e_{ji} \mp \hbar \omega_{ji}) f_j(k_j)}{\tau_j(k_j)}, \quad (7c)
\]

with
\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{\nu}(k_i)} = \int P_{\nu}(k, k_j) dk_j,
\]
\[
\frac{1}{\tau_{\alpha}(k_i)} = \int P_{\alpha}(k, k_i) dk_i.
\]

The energy separation between jth and ith valleys is given by \(\Delta e_{ji} = E_{gj} - E_{gi}\), where \(E_{gi} (E_{gj})\) is the energy gap between the jth (ith) valley and valence band, and \(\hbar \omega_{ji}\) is the inter-valley phonon energy.

Unlike the single-valley model, these relaxation times or rates cannot be easily determined from the phenomenological equations [7,8] but require direct evaluation of the integrals in Eqs. (5)-(7). Instead of using the displaced-Maxwellian distribution, an MKD [14-16] can be used to evaluate these integrals and thus the relaxation times or rates. The concept of the MKD has been introduced, in the previous work [14,16], to describe carrier behavior in various time scales. Depending on the device scale, an MKD in each valley corresponding to the scale of interest is chosen to evaluate the relaxation times. The coarseness of the macroscopic description, therefore, depends on the choice of the MKD, \(f_M\). The choice is based on the fact that, generally, \(\tau > \tau_{\nu} > \tau_m\) in semiconductors, where \(\tau\), \(\tau_{\nu}\), and \(\tau_m\) are the carrier density, energy, and momentum relaxation times, respectively. For example, if the scale of interest is in the order of \(\tau_m\), the MKD is chosen to be \(f_{M_4}(k) = f_{M_4}(k, n, \nu)\) whose time scale is described by \(\tau\) and \(\tau_{\nu}\); thus \(f_{M_4}\) contains only information in the scale greater than or as small as \(\tau_{\nu}\). In this case, the relaxation times evaluated from the integrals of Eqs. (5)-(7) using \(f_{M_4}\) depend only on the mean energy; namely, \(\tau_{\alpha} = \tau_{\alpha}(\nu)\), where \(\tau_{\alpha}\) represents \(\tau\), \(\tau_{\nu}\), or \(\tau_m\). Similarly, in the scale smaller than \(\tau_{\nu}\) (therefore near \(\tau_m\)), a higher-resolution MKD can be taken as \(f_{M_4}(k) = f_{M_4}(k, n, \nu, e)\), and thus \(\tau_{\alpha} = \tau_{\alpha}(\nu, e)\). In this paper, only the energy-time-scale MKD, \(f_{M_4}\), is discussed. The momentum-time-scale MKD, \(f_{M_5}\), will be studied in the future.

In the energy time scale, the time scale of the carrier distribution in ith valley can be changed [15] in this form:

\[
f_i(k, r, t) = f_{M_4}(k, n_i(r, t), e_i(r, t)) \quad (8)
\]

That is, in the energy time scale, the space-time dependence of \(f_i\) is taken to result from changes in \(n_i\) and \(e_i\). Using Eq. (8) in the BTE, given in Eq. (1), to change the scale of evolution of the distribution function, it leads to a “macro-kinetic” equation for the MKD in the scale of \(\tau_{\nu}\). The equation for the energy-time-scale MKD has been found to be, for field along z direction.
where

\[ qE_{e_{eqi}} \frac{\partial f_{Me_{i}}}{\partial k_{i}} = \left( \frac{\partial f_{Me_{i}}}{\partial t} \right)_{e} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9a)  

and

\[ qE_{e_{eqi}} = \frac{\bar{e}_{i}(t) - e_{o}}{u_{z_{i}}\tau_{e_{i}}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (9b)  

with

\[ n_{i}u_{z_{i}} = \int f_{Me_{i}}(k_{p},n_{p}\bar{e}_{i})v_{i}dk_{i}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (9c)  

Eq. (9a) represents a distribution function that obeys a steady-state BTE with a time-varying "equivalent" field of the ith valley, \( E_{eqi} \), as the driving field, and \( E_{eqi} \) is given by Eq. (9b) as a function of \( \bar{e}_{i} \). This MKD thus responds instantaneously to \( E_{eqi} \), and the information in the time scale smaller than \( \tau_{e_{i}} \) is filtered. \( f_{Me_{i}} \) can be obtained from Eq. (9a), and the relaxation times or rates in each valley can be evaluated from the integrals given in Eqs. (5)-(7) using \( f_{Me_{i}} \) in terms of \( E_{eqi} \) or \( \bar{e}_{i} \). These rates or times are, therefore, tabulated for solving the multi-valley conservation equations given in Eqs. (2)-(4).

III. The Applications of the Developed Transport Model

The developed non-equilibrium multi-valley transport model has been applied to electron transport in n-type three-valley GaAs subjected to step fields. In this three-valley GaAs, a homogeneous electron density is assumed. Results obtained from the multi-valley and single-valley conservation equations based on \( f_{Me_{i}} \) are compared to those from the three-valley Monte Carlo simulation.

In GaAs, at fields below 2.0 kV/cm, the electron population in the upper (\( L \) and \( X \)) valleys is negligible, and thus the single-valley conservation equations can properly describe the electron transport behavior. The excellent agreement between average electron velocities obtained from the single-valley conservation equations and Monte Carlo method is illustrated in Fig. 1 where a step field (from 0.2 to 2.0 kV/cm) is applied to the n-type GaAs at 300 K. However, when applied field increases, the upper-valley population becomes significant and inter-valley scattering dominates the scattering processes. In this case, the single-valley description provides insufficient information on electron transfer between valleys and a multi-valley description is necessary. The deviation between average electron velocities as a consequence of a step change in field from 40 to 5 kV/cm in GaAs determined by the single-valley description and Monte Carlo method is clearly shown in Fig. 2(a) where the multi-valley results based on the developed transport model are also included. Similar to the results in the previous work [16], the single-valley results respond to the rapid change in field faster than the Monte Carlo results. The velocity described by the multi-valley conservation equations is in good agreement with that from Monte Carlo calculations;
however, the difference is still observable. The difference of the average velocities between the multi-valley conservation equations and Monte Carlo calculations in Fig. 2(a) actually results from the deviation of average velocities of electrons in $\Gamma$ valleys as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). However, these two approaches provide nearly the same evolution of the $L$-valley velocity shown in Fig. 2(c).

![Fig. 1 Evolution of average velocity of electrons in n-type GaAs subjected to a step change in field.](image)

The difference of the $\Gamma$-valley velocities shown in Fig. 2(b) determined from these two approaches mainly results from the oversimplified description for the macroscopic effective mass, $m^*$, used for solving the multi-valley conservation equations. That is, $m^*$ is assumed to be a function of electron mean energy and the energy dependence of $m^*$ is determined by the steady state relation between average momentum and velocity; i.e., $m^*(\epsilon) = \frac{\bar{p}_{ss}(\epsilon)}{\bar{u}_{ss}(\epsilon)}$, where $\bar{\epsilon}$ is the instantaneous mean energy of electrons. Although this description for $m^*$ has been widely used [8-13] in device analysis, it has been found in the present calculations that the velocity dependence of $m^*$ might be significant. Fig. 2(d) shows the evolution of $m^*_{\Gamma}(\epsilon)$ obtained from the Monte Carlo method compared to that of the energy-dependent effective mass. It is noted that electrons in $\Gamma$ valley described by $m^*_{\Gamma}(\epsilon)$ is lighter [see Fig. 2(d)] during the interval of velocity undershoot [see Fig. 2(b)]. The smaller $m^*_{\Gamma}(\epsilon)$ is, therefore, responsible for the larger velocity [see Fig. 2(b)] obtained from the multi-valley transport model, which assumes $m^* = m^*_{\Gamma}(\epsilon)$, during the undershoot interval. However, the velocity undershoot shown in Fig. 2(c) is not pronounced in $L$ valley, and therefore $m^*_{L}(\epsilon)$ shown in Fig. 2(e) provides an excellent description. As a consequence, the $L$-valley velocities determined by the multi-valley transport model and Monte Carlo method are in excellent agreement.
Fig. 2 Evolution of average velocity and macroscopic effective mass of electrons. 
(a) Total average velocity, (b) $\Gamma$-valley velocity, (c) $L$-valley velocity, (d) $\Gamma$-valley effective mass, and (e) $L$-valley effective mass.
Fig. 3 Evolution of average velocity and macroscopic effective mass of electrons.
(a) Total average velocity, (b) Γ-valley velocity, (c) L-valley velocity, (d) Γ-valley effective mass, and (e) L-valley effective mass.
Similar behavior has also been observed during the overshoot interval. The average electron velocity in the n-type GaAs under the influence of a step change in field from 5 to 40 kV/cm is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) where three different approaches are included for comparison. Again, the average velocity described by the single-valley approximation reaches steady state faster than the multi-valley description. The difference between the average velocities in Fig. 3(a) obtained from the multi-valley conservation equations and Monte Carlo calculations results from the relatively low overshoot velocity in $\Gamma$ valley described by the conservation equations (compared to the Monte Carlo results), as shown in Fig. 3(b). The deviation of $\Gamma$-valley velocities between these two approaches is, again, the consequence of the oversimplified dependence of $m^*_{\Gamma}(\epsilon)$ used in the conservation equations. During the overshoot interval, larger energy-dependent effective mass, $m^*_{\Gamma}(\epsilon)$, [see Fig. 3(d)] is used in conservation equations, and thus results in smaller overshoot velocity in Fig. 3(b). However, $m^*_{\Gamma}(\epsilon)$ is almost the same as the effective mass obtained from the Monte Carlo calculations, as shown in Fig. 3(e), since the velocity overshoot in $L$ valley is not pronounced [see Fig. 3(e)]. This leads to good agreement of the $L$-valley velocities obtained from these two approaches.

IV. Conclusions

A non-equilibrium multi-valley transport model has been developed and used to study the electron transport phenomena in three-valley GaAs. The results show that the single-valley transport model provides an excellent description for electron transport in GaAs at fields below 2.0 kV/cm because inter-valley scattering is negligible. At high fields where inter-valley scattering is significant, a model including information on carrier transfer between valleys is desirable. The developed transport model can provide inter-valley transfer effects, as can be seen from the excellent results presented in Figs. 2(c) and 3(c). The results illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3 have suggested that the macroscopic effective mass might be strongly dependent on the average velocity when velocity overshoot or undershoot behavior is pronounced. The proper description for the macroscopic effective mass will be studied in the future.
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V. Monte Carlo Investigation of Acoustic Intervaley and Intravaley Deformation Potentials for GaAs

1. Introduction

The study of charge transport in semiconductors and devices requires a number of material parameters, such as the effective mass, acoustic deformation potential, various phonon energies, energy separations between valleys, and intervalley and intravaley deformation potentials, etc. These parameters are necessary for determination of the carrier mobility, diffusion coefficients, energy and momentum relaxation times, and thermal conductivity. However, there are large uncertainties in the experimental and theoretical values of some of these parameters. In GaAs, considerably different values for the acoustic deformation potential\(^1\)\(^\,-\)\(^10\) in the \(\Gamma\) valley (\(D_{\varphi}\)), effective mass\(^11\)\(^\,14\) in the \(L\) valley (\(m\_L\)), energy separations\(^12\)\(^\,-\)\(^17\) between \(\Gamma\) and \(L\) valleys (\(\Delta_{\Gamma L}\)), and \(L\) intravalley and \(\Gamma\)-\(L\) intervalley deformation potentials\(^18\)\(^\,19\)\(^\,20\) \((D_{LL} \text{ and } D_{RL})\), respectively) have been suggested in the past decade. For example, a value of 7.0 eV for \(D_{\varphi}\) of GaAs\(^11\)\(^\,12\)\(^\,27\)\(^\,32\) has been used for studies of electron transport in GaAs, or heterostructure GaAs-GaAlAs. Although this value, together with some adjustable (uncertain) material parameters, has given reasonable theoretical steady-state results\(^11\)\(^\,12\)\(^\,27\)\(^\,32\) compared to the experimental data,\(^33\)\(^\,34\) recent experimental\(^14\) and theoretical\(^19\) results have suggested a larger value for \(D_{\varphi}\).

The experiment of free electron absorption of Se-doped GaAs has given a value of 15.7 eV for \(D_{\varphi}\). The analysis\(^3\) of temperature dependence of mobility in n-type GaAs has led to \(D_{\varphi}\) = 16.0 ± 0.5 eV. Recently, it has been found\(^3\) that a high-mobility heterostructure exhibits linear temperature dependence on the inverse mobility of electrons at very low temperature. This indicates that the contribution of acoustic-phonon scattering dominates the temperature dependence of mobility at very low temperature. The analysis\(^3\) of this phenomena has yielded a value of 13.0 - 14.0 eV for \(D_{\varphi}\), in agreement with the 13.5 eV suggested by Price.\(^35\)\(^\,36\) However, a relatively small value of \(D_{\varphi}\) = 9.3 eV has been obtained from the measurement\(^4\) of the band-edge deformation potential in GaAs. More recently, theoretical calculations have also arrived at similar values: 8, 9.3, and 9.6 eV for \(D_{\varphi}\).\(^4\)\(^\,5\) The various calculated or measured values for \(D_{\varphi}\) may be due to the incomplete model and/or experimental errors. Moreover, the choices of the values for the other material parameters of GaAs in \(\Gamma\) valley (such as \(m\_\varphi\) and the optical-phonon energy \(\hbar\omega_\varphi\)) used in the calculations may also give rise to the deviation in the value of \(D_{\varphi}\).

However, these results suggested a value for \(D_{\varphi}\) somewhat between 9.0 and 16.0 eV, instead of 7.0 eV that is usually used.\(^11\)\(^\,12\)\(^\,27\)\(^\,32\) Moreover, the change of the value of \(D_{\varphi}\) from 7.0 eV will also necessitate the modification of some other material parameters (including \(D_{LL}\) and \(D_{RL}\) ) that were determined\(^4\) numerically based on the Monte Carlo simulations using \(D_{\varphi}\) = 7.0 eV. In this paper, Monte Carlo simulations,\(^33\) using nonparabolic bandstructure, for electron transport in GaAs at 300 K have been carried out to investigate the effect of the acoustic deformation potential \(D_{\varphi}\) on the low-field mobility of electrons, and thus to arrive at a reasonable value of \(D_{\varphi}\). The dependence of the mobility and velocity-field relation on the material parameters including \(D_{\varphi}\), \(\hbar\omega_\varphi\), \(m\_\varphi\), \(m\_\varphi\), \(D_{LL}\), \(D_{RL}\), and \(\Delta_{\Gamma L}\), is discussed for fields less than 15.0 kV/cm. The influence of \(D_{\varphi}\), \(D_{RL}\), and \(D_{LL}\) on the peak velocity, threshold field for Gunn effect, and negative differential mobility is also presented. Although the material parameters used in Monte Carlo simulations are taken to be constant, it should be pointed out that all parameters can actually vary with energy.

2. Low-Field Mobility

At very low field, polar optical-phonon scattering dominates the scattering processes in GaAs at room temperature. However, the low-field mobility of electrons, \(\mu\), also strongly depends on acoustic-phonon scattering since it is a nearly isotropic scattering in contrast to the forward scattering of polar optical phonons. The value of \(\mu\) is, therefore, strongly dependent on \(D_{\varphi}\). In addition to \(D_{\varphi}\), our calculation also show that \(\mu\) exhibits high sensitivity to
the value of optical-phonon energy $\hbar \omega$. This is because its value is comparable to thermal energy at room temperature, and thus an increase in the value of $\hbar \omega$, used in Monte Carlo calculations at low fields (where energy mean energy is close to the thermal energy) will considerably reduce the number of electrons suffering optical-phonon emission. Moreover, near the thermal energy, the optical-phonon scattering rate slightly decreases with the value of $\hbar \omega$. Consequently, the increase in $\hbar \omega$ can raise the value of $\mu$.

The dependence of low-field mobility on optical phonon energy is shown in Fig. 1 for different values of $D_{\omega}$. Fig. 1 also illustrates the strong dependence of low-field mobility on the effective mass $m_e$. Results of $\mu$ shown in Fig.1 using $D_{\omega}=9.3$ eV and $m_e=0.063m_0$ are close to those using $D_{\omega}=13.5$ eV and $m_e=0.059m_0$. The value of $D_{\omega}$ can be, therefore, estimated from Fig.1 using the reliable experimental results for effective mass $m_e$, optical-phonon energy $\hbar \omega$, and low-field mobility $\mu$.

The experimental results of Hall effect measurements lead to a value of electron Hall mobility, $\mu_H$, slightly greater than 8600 cm$^2$/V-s for pure GaAs at room temperature, where $\mu_H=r_H\mu_r$ (based on the van der Pauw method)$^{62}$, and $r_H$ is the Hall factor which depends on magnetic field. The value of $r_H$ was measured$^{20,63}$ to be approximately 1.1 at the magnetic field used in the measurements. The low-field mobility of electrons in GaAs at room temperature is, therefore, calculated to be approximately 7900 cm$^2$/V-s. This value is in good agreement with the theoretical values$^{20,63}$ 7900 and 8000 cm$^2$/V-s. According to the analysis$^{64}$ of the infrared reflection spectra of GaAlAs mixed crystal using Kramers-Kroning technique, $\hbar \omega$ is found to be equal to 36.2 meV which is suggested by many authors$^{11,65}$ and also close to the value 36.0 or 36.1 meV used in recent papers.$^{11,12,66,67}$ Besides, the experimental measurements$^{48}$ have led to $m_p/m_e=0.064\pm0.002$ for GaAs at room temperature, which is in good agreement with the values used in some papers$^{11,13,68}$: 0.063 and 0.0638.

If the values of $\mu$, $\hbar \omega$, and $m_e$ are chosen to be 8000 cm$^2$/V-s, 36.1 meV, and 0.063$m_0$, respectively, the acoustic deformation potential $D_{\omega}$ of GaAs is to be as large as 12.7 eV according to Fig.1. However, the use of $D_{\omega}=16.0$ eV, $\hbar \omega=36.1$ meV, and $m_e=0.063m_0$ gives $\mu=7250$ cm$^2$/V-s. On the other hand, the mobility as high as 8700 cm$^2$/V-s is obtained when using $D_{\omega}=9.3$ eV, $\hbar \omega=36.1$ meV, and $m_e=0.063m_0$.

3. Velocity-Field Relation Near and Above the Threshold Field

At fields near the threshold field, the velocity-field relation also, in part, depends on the value of $D_{\omega}$. This dependence is illustrated in Fig. 2. The material parameters used in calculations for Fig.2 are from Ref.11 except for $D_{\omega}$. The experimental results$^{11,44}$ are also included for comparison. As shown in Fig.2, in addition to the smaller low-field mobility of electrons $\mu$, the larger $D_{\omega}$ also leads to smaller peak velocity, and larger threshold field. As field increases to a value above 15.0 kV/cm, the calculated average velocity is almost independent of the value of $D_{\omega}$ because of much stronger intervalley scattering. In Fig.2, the deviation from experimental results at fields around the threshold field is evident when using larger $D_{\omega}$. However, in Fig.2, a smaller value of optical-phonon energy ($\hbar \omega=35.36$ meV) than 36.1 meV (as discussed in the previous section) has been used. Based on Fig.1, the use of $\hbar \omega=36.1$ meV will raise the low-field mobility, and thus will increase the slope of the velocity-field curve at low field in Fig.2. Also, a relatively large value of $\Gamma$-L deformation potential $D_{\Gamma L}=1.0x10^6$ eV/cm has been used in Fig.2. Although this value for $D_{\Gamma L}$ has been widely used in many papers,$^{11,25,44,47}$ values for $D_{\Gamma L}$ between 1.5x10$^6$ and 7.0x10$^6$ eV/cm have been suggested in recent papers$^{68,31,25-26}$ (see the recent review and theoretical calculations in Refs. 25 and 26). In addition, values for effective mass $m_e$, and the energy separation between $\Gamma$ and L valleys $\Delta_{\Gamma L}$.
(0.222m_e and 0.33 eV are used, respectively, in Fig.2) used in many papers are considerably different. The value for m_e has been ranged from 0.18m_e to 0.29m_e and between 0.28 eV and 0.34 eV for ΔE_{TR}.

Our calculations indicate that reducing the value of D_{TR} leads to a decrease in the threshold field and peak velocity. This is because electrons are heated up more easily when using smaller D_{TR}. Therefore, energy distribution of electrons in the Γ valley becomes flatter, which increases the number of electrons with energy above ΔE_{TR}. On the other hand, increasing the value of ΔE_{TR} results in increases in the threshold field and peak velocity. The threshold field and peak velocity are not sensitive to the deformation potential, D_{LL}, but vary slightly with m_e. Moreover, the negative slope of the velocity-field curve (i.e., the negative differential mobility) at fields between the threshold field and approximately 8.0 kV/cm strongly depends on D_{TR}, and is strongly dependent on D_{LL} and m_e for fields greater than 7.0 kV/cm.

Fig.3 shows that the same threshold field can be achieved by properly varying the values of D_{TR} and D_{eV}. The use of larger D_{eV} (13.5 eV) is to result in a larger threshold field which, however, is compensated by the use of a smaller D_{TR} (4.5x10^4 eV/cm). As a consequence, the velocity-field curve with D_{TR}=4.5x10^4 eV/cm and D_{eV}=13.5 eV exhibits the same threshold as the one with D_{TR}=7.0x10^4 eV/cm and D_{eV}=10.0 eV. Based on the same reasons, the use of D_{TR}=7.0 eV and D_{eV}=1.22x10^4 eV/cm can also provide the same threshold. The peak velocity is smaller when using D_{eV}=13.5 eV due to stronger acoustic-phonon scattering. In addition, the negative slope at fields 4.0 and 8.0 kV/cm is relatively large for the curve using D_{TR}=4.5x10^4 eV/cm. This is because electrons are heated up more easily, as previously mentioned, and more electrons are pumped into upper (low-mobility) valleys; thus the velocity decreases faster with applied field.

Fig.4 illustrates that Monte Carlo simulations using ΔE_{TR}=0.33 eV and D_{TR}=8x10^4 eV/cm give the same peak velocity and threshold field as those using ΔE_{TR}=0.35 eV and D_{TR}=6.0x10^4 eV/cm. Same values for m_e, m_c, D_{eV}, and h\textsubscript{0} are used in the simulations for Fig.4. The use of larger D_{TR} (8.0x10^4 eV/cm) intends to increase both of the peak velocity and the threshold which can be balanced by using a smaller value of ΔE_{TR} (0.33 eV). Again, the negative slope at fields between 4.0 and 7.5 kV/cm is larger for the smaller D_{TR}. The dependence of the negative slope on the value of D_{LL} at fields greater than 7.0 kV/cm is also illustrated in Fig.4. The average velocity with the value of D_{LL}=8.0x10^4 eV/cm decreases faster than the one with D_{LL}=6x10^4 eV/cm as field increases; both uses the same ΔE_{TR} and D_{TR}. This is because the larger D_{LL} causes higher scattering rate in the L valleys.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the acoustic deformation potential, D_{eV}, has been estimated to be 12.7 eV according to the dependence of the low-field mobility on m_e and h\textsubscript{0}, as shown in Fig.1. However, the information provided by the available experimental measurements is not sufficient to determine the intervalley and intravalley deformation potentials. As can be seen in Fig.3 and 4, proper adjustments of the uncertain parameters (m_e, ΔE_{TR}, D_{TR}, and D_{LL}) can provide reasonable Monte Carlo results of the velocity-field curve to fit the experimental results. 33, 34

There is no unique set of the parameters that can generate results in good agreement with experimental measurements of the velocity-field curve. In order to further restrict the set, it is, therefore, desirable to also include the comparison between experimental and theoretical results of the longitudinal diffusion coefficient which strongly depends on the value of m_e, ΔE_{TR}, D_{TR}, and D_{LL} at fields near and above the threshold field. However, the available experimental results for the diffusion coefficient is evidently different. For example, the longitudinal diffusion coefficient was suggested to be above 300 cm/sec at 3.0 kV/cm in Ref.33 and less than 450 cm/sec in Refs. 53 and
54. Moreover, as previously mentioned, the experimental and theoretical values for the effective mass $m_{eff}$, and the energy separation $\Delta E_L$ that have been used in previous studies, are considerably different. To determine the value for $D_{RL}$ and $D_{LL}$, more reliable experimental results for longitudinal diffusion coefficient, the energy separation between $\Gamma$ and L valleys, and the L-valley effective mass are desirable.

In submicron and high-speed semiconductor devices, carrier transport behavior is characterized by energy and momentum relaxation times, which strongly depend on intervalley and intravalley scattering at fields above the threshold, and thus on the values of $D_{RL}$ and $D_{LL}$. To develop a transport model for these devices, and to study carrier dynamics in fast transient situations, it is necessary to obtain more accurate values for $D_{RL}$ and $D_{LL}$.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Electro-optic sampling [Valdmanis et al 1983, Kolner and Bloom, 1986] measures electric field magnitudes with both high spatial and temporal resolution via a medium with electric field dependent refractive indices. These characteristics provide a first opportunity to experimentally investigate short time-scale phenomena, including velocity overshoot [Nuss et al., 1987, Meyer et al. 1988], local field variations in semiconductor materials, and opto-electronic switching not previously observable directly. The technique has been applied to the observation of pulse propagation in GaAs integrated circuits where the GaAs is used as both the circuit substrate and the electro-optic medium [Weisenfeld et al. 1987, Zhang and Jain (1987), Rodwell et al. 1986], and subpicosecond photoconductivity [Iverson et al., 1988, Chamoun et al., 1989]. Space-charge phenomena are key problems to the understanding of interfacial polarization and electret formation, carrier transport across metal-semiconductor, and metal-insulator barriers, transition from electrode limited to bulk limited conduction processes in metal-semiconductor-metal systems, and to the understanding of the self-sustained conduction, known as lock-on [Brinkmann et al 1991], seen in semiconductors at high fields. Non-equilibrium charge carrier transport in semiconductors yields information about carrier-phonon [Kutt et al, 1991] and carrier-carrier interactions and high field phenomena like velocity overshoot, ballistic transport, and resonant tunneling. Previously used techniques have been either electronic or optical but but lack the time resolutions adequate to observe relaxation phenomena on the tens of femtoseconds to picosecond time-scales.

2.0 THEORETICAL AND DESIGN ASPECTS

An apparatus for measurement of the field strengths of short pulses produced by photocarriers in semiconductors requires, for many applications, sensitivity to small fields and high spatial and temporal resolution. These characteristics can be obtained from a combination of the high frequency response of the polarizability of electro-optic materials (such as LiTaO$_3$ and LiNbO$_3$), ultra-short pulses of modelocked laser systems and narrow bandpass detection systems. This section describes the principles upon which electro-optic sampling is based and methods available to implement them.
2.1 The Index Ellipsoid and Impermeability Tensor

The electric field at a point in a dielectric is the sum of two fields: \( \frac{D}{\varepsilon_0} \) associated with free charges and \(-\frac{P}{\varepsilon_0}\) associated with bound charges, that is,

\[
D = \varepsilon_0 E + P,
\]

where \( P \), the electric polarization, is the dipole moment per unit volume at a given point and is a macroscopic quantity. In general, \( P \) is a tensor and can be expressed as

\[
P_x = \varepsilon_0 \left( \chi_{11} E_x + \chi_{12} E_y + \chi_{13} E_z \right),
P_y = \varepsilon_0 \left( \chi_{21} E_x + \chi_{22} E_y + \chi_{23} E_z \right),
P_z = \varepsilon_0 \left( \chi_{31} E_x + \chi_{32} E_y + \chi_{33} E_z \right),
\]

allowing \( D \) to be expressed in terms of \( E \):

\[
\begin{align*}
D_x &= \varepsilon_0 E_x + \varepsilon_1 E_x + \varepsilon_2 E_x, \\
D_y &= \varepsilon_0 E_y + \varepsilon_1 E_y + \varepsilon_2 E_y, \\
D_z &= \varepsilon_0 E_z + \varepsilon_1 E_z + \varepsilon_2 E_z,
\end{align*}
\]

or \( D_i = \varepsilon_{ij} E_j \) where \( \varepsilon_{ij} = \varepsilon_0 (1 + \chi_{ij}) \) and for \( \varepsilon \) a real dielectric tensor \( \varepsilon_{ij} = \varepsilon_{ji} \).

The energy density \( U \) in the stored electric field in an anisotropic medium can be written in terms of the electric field vector and the displacement tensor

\[
U = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon \cdot E \cdot D.
\]

From this the surfaces of constant energy in \( D \) space are determined:

\[
\frac{D_x^2}{\varepsilon_x} + \frac{D_y^2}{\varepsilon_y} + \frac{D_z^2}{\varepsilon_z} = 2U_0,
\]

where \( \varepsilon_x, \varepsilon_y, \) and \( \varepsilon_z \) are the principal dielectric constants. If we replace \( D/2U_0 \) by \( r \) and define the principle indices of refraction \( n_x, n_y, \) and \( n_z \) by

\[
n_i^2 = \varepsilon_i / \varepsilon_0 \quad (i=x,y,z),
\]

the previous equation becomes

\[
\frac{x^2}{n_x^2} + \frac{y^2}{n_y^2} + \frac{z^2}{n_z^2} = 1.
\]

This is the equation of an ellipsoid, known as the index ellipsoid or optical indicatrix. It determines the two indices of refraction and the two corresponding directions of \( D \) associated with the two independent plane
waves that can propagate along an arbitrary direction $s$ in the crystal.

The impermeability tensor is related to the refractive index tensor by $\eta_{ij} = \varepsilon_0 (\varepsilon^{-1})_{ij}$ and the quantum theory of solids predicts that the optical dielectric impermeability tensor depends on the distribution of charges in the crystal. Hence, the application of an electric field will result in a redistribution of bond charges and possibly a slight deformation of the ion lattice, resulting in a change in the optical impermeability tensor. The phenomena is known as the electro-optic effect and the electro-optic coefficients are traditionally defined by

$$\eta_{ij}(E) - \eta_{ij}(0) = r_{ij} E_k + s_{ij} \sum_k E_k E_l$$

where $E$ is the applied electric field, the constants $r_{ij}$ are the linear (or Pockels) electro-optic coefficients, and the $s_{ij}$ are the quadratic (or Kerr) electro-optic coefficients.

In the principal axis system for the impermeability tensor, $\varepsilon$ is a diagonal matrix. So

$$\eta_{ij} = \varepsilon_0 \begin{pmatrix} \varepsilon_{11} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \varepsilon_{22} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \varepsilon_{33} \end{pmatrix}^{-1}.$$

On applying an electric field to a non-centrosymmetric crystal the quadratic term is assumed to of much smaller magnitude than the linear term and the index ellipsoid becomes

$$\eta_{ij}(E)x_i x_j = \left( \frac{\delta_{ij}}{n^2} + \frac{r_{ij} E_k}{n} \right) x_i x_j = 1,$$

where $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker delta:

$$\delta_{ij} = \begin{cases} 1, & i=j \\ 0, & i\neq j. \end{cases}$$

For a lossless and optically inactive medium the dielectric tensor $\varepsilon_{ij}$ is symmetric and so the impermeability tensor $\eta_{ij}$ must also be symmetric. Consequently the indices $i$ and $j$ can be permuted in the above equation.

The permutation symmetries are summarized as

$$r_{ijk} = r_{jik}$$

Because of the permutation symmetries, it is convenient to introduce...
contracted indices to abbreviate the notation. Using this notation $r_{ijk} \rightarrow r_{mk}$ where

$$
\begin{align*}
ij & 11 & 22 & 33 & 23 & 13 & 12 \\
m & 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6.
\end{align*}
$$

LiTaO$_3$ is of the rhombohedral crystal class, R3C or $C_6^2$ space group, 3m or $C_{3v}$ point group and the electro-optic tensor has the form [Yariv and Yeh, 1984]

$$
\begin{pmatrix}
0 & -r_{22} & r_{13} \\
0 & r_{22} & r_{13} \\
0 & 0 & r_{33} \\
0 & r_{51} & 0 \\
r_{51} & 0 & 0 \\
-r_{22} & 0 & 0
\end{pmatrix}_{\text{LiTaO}_3}
$$

(10)

The contraction of the indices is a matter of convenience and the matrix elements (6x3) do not have the usual tensor transformation or multiplication properties.

When an electric field is applied, the crystal equation (9) will, in general, no longer represent the principle axis system. In a typical alignment, where the field is $E_z$, the index ellipsoid is described by

$$
\eta_{ij} x_i x_j = \left( \frac{1}{n_x^2} + r_{13} E_z \right) x_i^2 + \left( \frac{1}{n_y^2} + r_{23} E_z \right) y_i^2 + \left( \frac{1}{n_z^2} + r_{33} E_z \right) z_i^2
$$

$$
+2r_{13} x_y E_z + 2r_{23} x_z E_z + 2r_{33} y_z E_z = 1.
$$

(11)

For LiTaO$_3$ this expression reduces to

$$
\left( \frac{1}{n_x^2} + r_{13} E_z \right) x_i^2 + \left( \frac{1}{n_y^2} + r_{13} E_z \right) y_i^2 + \left( \frac{1}{n_z^2} + r_{33} E_z \right) z_i^2 = 1
$$

(12)

The effective refractive indices are field dependent, providing a practical means of altering the relative phase of the $E$ field components of the light beam propagating perpendicular to the $z$ direction.
2.2 Transverse Field Light Modulators

The phase change between polarizations can be determined by placing the crystal between two linear polarizers in a configuration known as a Pockels cell as shown in Fig.1. A linearly polarized beam of intensity $I_0$ enters the crystal and after propagating a length $L$ through the applied field has a relative phase shift $\Gamma$ between the two polarizations aligned with the principle axes. The output intensity of the analyzer can be determined using Jones calculus, in which matrices represent the amplitude and phase changes introduced to the beam by individual optical components.

For the case of a phase inducing material between two crossed polarizers

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
E'_x \\
E'_z
\end{pmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 1 \\
1 & 1
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
1 & 0 \\
e^{i\Gamma}
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
1 & -1 \\
-1 & 1
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
E_x \\
E_z
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

Hence the intensity of the transmitted beam is

\[
I = I_0 \sin^2(\Gamma/2)
\]

where $\Gamma = \phi_x - \phi_z = k_0 L(n'_z - n'_x)$ and $k_0$ is a constant. For LiTaO$_3$

\[
\frac{1}{n'_x^2} = \frac{1}{n_x^2} + r_{13} E_z, \quad \text{and} \quad \frac{1}{n'_z^2} = \frac{1}{n_z^2} + r_{33} E_z.
\]

Assuming $1/n'_x^2 \gg r_{13} E_z$ and using $dn = -\frac{1}{2} n^3 d(1/n^2)$

\[
\frac{1}{n'_x^2} - \frac{1}{n_x^2} = d(1/n_x^2) = r_{13} E_z
\]

\[
n'_x - n_x = \frac{1}{2} n_x^3 r_{13} E_z.
\]
From this, an expression for the field dependent refractive index can be obtained:

\[ n' = n - \frac{1}{2} n^3 r_{13} E. \]

Similarly

\[ n' = n - \frac{1}{2} n^3 r_{13} E, \]

and

\[ n' = n - \frac{1}{2} n^3 r_{13} E. \]

So the phase shift introduced between the two polarizations of a beam travelling in the y direction is

\[ \Gamma = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (n_e - n_0) L - \frac{\pi}{\lambda} \left( n_{33}^3 - n_{13}^3 \right) z E L \]

where \( L \) is the distance travelled through the field and \( \lambda \) is the free space wavelength.

### 2.3 Half-wave Voltage

The half wave voltage, \( V_\pi \), is a useful parameter for characterizing electro-optic modulators. It is the voltage required to introduce a phase shift between the emerging orthogonal polarizations by \( \pi \) radians and is often quoted as a measure of Pockels cell responsivity.

\[ V_\pi = \frac{\lambda d}{(L(n_{33}^3 - n_{13}^3))} \]

where \( d \) is the separation of the electrodes. For the LiTaO\(_3\) modulator described in section 3, with \( d = 0.7 \text{ mm} \), \( L \) taken to be 0.3 mm, \( \lambda = 580 \text{ nm} \) and \( n_{33}^3 - n_{13}^3 = 2.285 \times 10^{-10} \text{ m/V} \) the half-wave voltage is

\[ V_\pi = 5.9 \text{ KV}. \]

### 2.4 Quarter-wave Phase-shift Bias

From equ 14 the intensity change as a function of phase shift is maximum when the \( \Gamma \) is \( \pi/2 \) and at this phase shift the relationship is approximately linear as shown in Fig.2. Advantage of these characteristics can be made by introducing an adjustable (Soliel-Babinet) compensator into the beam path and tuning to introduce a constant phase shift \( \Gamma_0 = \pi/2 \). In this way the sensitivity to small phase shifts, \( \Delta\Gamma = \pi V/V_\pi \), introduced by variations in field strength, given by

\[ I = I_0 \sin^2((\Gamma_0 + \Delta\Gamma)/2) \]

is maximized and most linear. Here \( V \) is the voltage associated with the field \( E_z \). Note that \( \Gamma_0 = \pi/2 \) and small \( \Delta\Gamma \), \( I \propto (I_0/2)(1+\Delta\Gamma) \).
Fig. 2 A linear response the transmitted beam is obtained for small phase changes at the quarter wave bias point ($\Gamma_0 = \pi/2$).

2.5 Microstrip Design

The field $E_z$ need not be constant. In fact the rapid time variation of the field is the motivation for the use of electro-optic sampling. The response time of the polarization of the crystal is of the order of femtoseconds, hence the modulation can occur on short time scales, providing an opportunity for characterization of rapidly changing fields.

To provide an accurate means of determining short duration field pulses, propagation from the point of origin to the probing location within the LiTaO$_3$ must occur with minimum distortion of the field. Such a requirement places constraints on the wave-guiding structure used. In general, wave guides support more than one mode, and the phase velocity of each mode is frequency dependent giving rise to dispersion. Any discontinuities in the wave-guide excite all modes and give rise to reflections. Of the numerous waveguiding structures in use, balanced stripline (Fig. 3) and coplanar stripline provide suitable transmission line geometries. The case of a balanced stripline is described here. Because of its symmetry it can be analyzed as a microstrip of height $h$ in which the LiTaO$_3$ serves as a substrate for thin film metal conductors of width $w$. Since the field lines between the narrow conducting strip and the ground plane do not lie entirely inside the substrate the propagating mode is not truly transverse electromagnetic (TEM) but quasi-TEM. The field lines lie in two media, the substrate and the vacuum, and as a result the relative
dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon_r \), does not provide an accurate description of the phase velocity and is replaced by the effective dielectric constant, \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \), which is smaller than \( \varepsilon_r \).

![Diagram of balanced stripline and microstrip]

Fig.3 (a) Balanced stripline (b) Microstrip.

The phase velocity in the microstrip is given by

\[ v_p = \frac{c}{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}} \]

and the transmission line characteristic impedance is

\[ Z_0 = \frac{1}{v} \varepsilon_p \]

where \( \varepsilon_p \) is the capacitance per unit length of the line.

In the first electro-optic measurements made the pulse source was external to the microstrip and standard 50 \( \Omega \) connectors and coaxial lines were used to connect the two. To minimize the discontinuity at the transition. The distance between the inner and outer conductors of the connector was be matched to the height of the stripline, 2h.

Closed forms of expressions for the determination of transmission line parameters have been determined by a number of authors and are outlined in the review of Bahl and Trivedi (1977). Hammerstad (1975) provides an accurate expression for determination of the characteristic impedance in terms of the relative dielectric constant.

For \( w/h \leq 1 \),

\[ Z_0 = \frac{(60/\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}})}{\ln(8.56/w + 0.25 \frac{w}{h})} \]

where

\[ \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1}{2} + \frac{\varepsilon_r - 1}{2} [(1 + 12.5 w/h)^{1/2} + 0.04(w/h)^2] \]

and for \( w/h \geq 1 \),
\[ Z_0 = \frac{120 \pi/\sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}}{w/h + 1.393 + 0.667 \ln(w/h + 1.444)} \]

where
\[
\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\varepsilon_r + 1}{2} + \frac{\varepsilon_r - 1}{2} (1 + i2h/w)^{-1/2}. \tag{18}
\]

The \( w/h \) ratio obtained from Hammerstad's expression are plotted in Fig.4 as a function of \( Z_0 \).

![Graph showing the \( w/h \) ratio plotted against \( Z_0 \).](image)

**Fig.4** (a) The calculated microstrip impedance, and (b) the effective dielectric constant as a function of the microstrip height to width ratio as predicted by Hammerstad, 1975.

At higher frequencies the electric field lines are contained more within the substrate and \( \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \) tends to \( \varepsilon_r \) which is frequency dependent. For waveforms with a broad frequency spectrum the varying phase velocities result in a change in the pulse shape with the distance travelled. Maintaining short distances between the pulse source and the probe location are, therefore, important to minimize the effects of dispersion.

### 2.6 Velocity Matching of the Pulse and Probe Beam.

As described so far the pulse and probe beam propagate perpendicular to one another in the crystal. In this geometry the length of the field pulse interacting with the probe beam is not simply the beam diameter, account must also be taken of the propagation of the pulse as it is traversed by the probe. This is illustrated in Fig.5 where the probe enters the pulse at \( A \) when the field location is specified by \( E_j \). At time \( t \) later, \( t = d/u' = (W/\cos \alpha)(n/c) \) where \( d \) is the length travelled by the field pulse at
velocity \( v' \) in the crystal of refractive index \( n \) by the probe, the probe emerges at position \( B \) and the field has propagated to \( E_f \). The field pulse travels a distance \( d_z \) at speed \( v \) in time \( t \), and the relative pulse and probe speed in the \( x \) direction is \( v - v' \). Therefore a probe pulse of a zero width beam integrates features extending over a time \( \tau \),

\[
\tau = \left( \frac{v' - v}{v} \right) t
\]

in the field. Substituting \( v' = (n/c) \sin \alpha \) and \( v = 1/(c_0 \varepsilon_{\text{eff}} \mu_0)^{1/2} \) we obtain

\[
\tau = (n - \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} / n}) \frac{W}{c. \cos \alpha}
\]

where \( c \) is the vacuum velocity of light. For the case of zero integration, i.e. \( \tau = 0 \)

\[
n = \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}} / n} \sin \alpha.
\]

Snell's Law determines the angle of incidence of the probe beam:

\[
\sin \beta = n^2 / \sqrt{\varepsilon_{\text{eff}}}
\]

For the average value of \( n \) and \( n = 2.1856 \) and \( c_{\text{eff}} = 26.0 \), calculated from equ 18, \( \beta = 69.5 \) degrees. The case where \( \alpha = 0 \) leads to \( \tau = nW/c = 2.1856 \) ps, indicating that for pulse widths \(< 20 \) ps velocity matching will significantly improve the time resolution.

![Diagram](image)

Fig.5 Velocity matching of the field and probe pulses by adjustment of the angle \( \beta \) improves temporal resolution.

2.7 Characterization and Reduction of Noise.
Noise on a signal is usually detrimental, imposing a practical limit
to the performance of the circuit. Noise is due to inherent effects in the system rather than spurious effects such as a faulty contact which could be eliminated. The three most commonly encountered types of noise are thermal, shot and 1/f noise [Buckingham, 1983].

**Thermal noise** arises from the random velocity fluctuations of the charge carriers (electrons and holes) in the resistive material. The mechanism is Brownian motion of the charge carriers due to the thermal energy of the material. Thermal noise is present when the resistive element is in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings and is often referred to as **Johnson noise**. The open circuit noise voltage of a resistor has a flat spectrum, that is the noise power in each hertz of frequency is a constant. The noise generated by a resistance $R_L$ at temperature $T$ is

$$V_{jn}^{(rms)} = (4kT R_L B)^{1/2}$$

(23)

or written in terms of the mean square current

$$I_{jn}^2 = 4kTB/R_L$$

(24)

where $k$ is Boltzmann's constant and $B$ is the bandwidth of the detector in hertz. (At 20°C $4kT = 1.62 \times 10^{-20} V^2/Hz.Ω$)

**Shot noise** is associated with the passage of current across a barrier, and in this sense is a non-equilibrium form of noise. Shot noise is frequently encountered in solid-state devices, whenever a net current flows across a potential barrier such as a depletion layer of a p-n junction. To illustrate the nature of shot noise, consider the example of a thermionic diode in which the electrons are randomly emitted from the cathode and then drift across to the anode under the influence of an electric field. The current associated with the stream of electrons fluctuates randomly about a mean value. If the charges act independently of one another, then the fluctuating current is given by

$$I_{SN} = (2qI_{dc} B)^{1/2}$$

(25)

where $q$ is the electron charge.

**1/f noise** is a noise found in all systems and has been resilient to theoretical understanding but must be considered when establishing the noise level of a system. It is so named because the power density spectrum varies with frequency $f$ as $|f|^{-\alpha}$, where $\alpha$ lies in the range $0.8 < \alpha < 1.2$.

All forms of noise are present to some degree at all frequencies,
however, at high enough detection frequencies the contribution by 1/f noise is negligible. The other contributions to noise can be reduced by narrow bandwidth measuring techniques. Assuming, temporarily, that the 1/f noise can be neglected the minimum detectable voltage can be determined from the signal to noise ratio where noise contributions are of the Johnson and shot types. For a photodiode current in a load resistor $R_L$ the signal power is

$$P_{\text{sig}} = \overline{i^2_{\text{sig}}} R_L$$

and the total noise power is

$$P_{\text{noise}} = (\overline{i^2_{\text{JN}}} + \overline{i^2_{\text{SN}}}) R_L = 4kTB + 2qI_{\text{DC}}BR_L.$$  

Hence, the signal to noise ratio is

$$S/N = \frac{\overline{i^2_{\text{sig}}} R_L}{4kTB + 2qI_{\text{DC}}BR_L}.$$  

An illustrative measure of the signal to noise ratio ($S/N$) is obtained by considering a particular form of signal, for example, the case of the transmission line driven by a signal generator of output $V_0 \sin \omega t$ of small amplitude.

The modulated probe beam intensity of equation 17 can be written as

$$I = (I_0/2)(1-\cos(\Gamma_0 + \Delta \Gamma))$$

which for small $\Delta \Gamma$ reduces to

$$I = (I_0/2)(1-\cos \Gamma_0 + \Delta \Gamma \sin \Gamma_0).$$

When the transmission line is driven by a signal generator of output $V_0 \sin \omega t$

$$\Delta \Gamma = (\pi V_0/V_m) \sin \omega t,$$

hence the total current produced by a detection photodiode (see section 3) is

$$i_{\text{tot}} = \frac{i_0}{2} [1-\cos \Gamma_0 + \frac{\pi V_0}{V_m} \sin \omega t \sin \Gamma_0].$$

The average and time varying signals can be separated to yield

$$i_{\text{DC}} = \frac{i_0}{2} [1-\cos \Gamma] = i_0 \sin^2(\Gamma_0/2)$$
The mean squared shot-noise current density is thus

\[ i_{\text{SN}}^2 = 2qI_{\text{dc}} = 2qI_0 [\sin^2(\Gamma_0/2)] \quad (35) \]

and the mean squared signal current is

\[ i_{\text{SN}}^2 = \frac{i_0^2 \pi V_0^2}{8V_0} \sin^2(\Gamma_0/2) \quad (36) \]

\[ S/N = \frac{i_0^2 \pi V_0^2}{8V_0} \sin^2(\Gamma_0/2) \]

\[ = \frac{2qI_0 \sin^2(\Gamma_0/2) + 4kT/R_L B}{(2qI_0 \sin^2(\Gamma_0/2) + 4kT/R_L B)} \quad (37) \]

Setting \( S/N = 1 \),

\[ V_{\text{min}} = \frac{4V_0 \pi}{\pi I_0} \left( \frac{\sin^2(\Gamma_0/2) + 2kT/qR_L qB}{\sin^2(\Gamma_0)} \right)^{1/2} \quad (38) \]

For \( \Gamma_0 = \pi/2 \), \( R_L = 1 \text{ k}\Omega \), at 300 K \( 2kT/qR_L = 5 \text{e-4} \) and the expression is dominated by the first term in the numerator, so

\[ V_{\text{min}} = \frac{\pi V_0}{\pi I_0} 2 \sqrt{qB/I_{\text{dc}}} \quad \text{volts.} \quad (39) \]

For a detection bandwidth of \( B = 1 \text{ Hz} \), \( I_{\text{dc}} \) determined from the responsivity of the photodiode, and the \( V_0 \) of section 2.3 the minimum detectable signal in the absence of 1/f noise is \( (V_{\text{min}}) = 80 \mu \text{V} \).

### 2.8 Signal Measurement

Probe beam intensities, \( I \), are determined from the photocurrent response of a photodiode. The voltage developed across the load resistor \( R_L \) in response to the photocurrent is measured using the phase sensitive detection of a lockin amplifier. This method increases the signal to noise ratio via bandwidth narrowing. The signal to be measured is superimposed on noise and a means of preserving the signal while reducing the amount of (broadband) noise accepted is required. The use of a low-pass filter may work in some cases but where signal to noise ratios are low this is inadequate. A combination of modulation, to shift the signal to a low density part of the
noise spectrum, and signal averaging, to reduce the bandwidth, provides an increased signal to noise ratio. Bandwidth reduction is accomplished by long periods of data accumulation, reducing the effective bandwidth to $\Delta f = 1/\tau$, where $\tau$ is the time constant.

Filtering the shifted signal with a bandpass filter of high $Q$ would require accurate tuning of the center frequency and a slight mistuning would result in large errors. To overcome this problem the lockin amplifier first rectifies the incoming signal and then filters it. To accurately rectify, a reference signal synchronized to the modulation signal is required. The phase detector circuit of the lockin amplifier is shown schematically in Fig. 6.

\[ \text{Fig. 6 The reference signal to the FET switch rectifies the lockin amplifier input signal prior to low pass filtering that enhances the signal to noise ratio.} \]

Assume that the applied signal is $E \cos(\omega t + \phi)$ and that the reference signal is a square wave with transitions at the zeros of $\sin(\omega t)$. Rectification is achieved by switching and the output is averaged by a low-pass filter of time constant greater than one period:

$$\tau = RC \gg T = 2\pi/\omega$$

Then the low-pass filter output is

$$\langle E \cos(\omega t + \phi) \rangle_0^{\pi/\omega} - \langle E \cos(\omega t + \phi) \rangle_{\pi/\omega}^{2\pi/\omega} = \frac{-2E}{\pi} \sin \phi. \quad (40)$$

The phase difference $\phi$ is between the input and the reference signals. The argument extends to more general periodic input waveforms. Hence the bandwidth narrowing capabilities of the lockin amplifier significantly increase the signal to noise ratio.
3.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND MEASUREMENTS.

Fig. 7 illustrates the arrangement of components used for electro-optic sampling. The synchronous pump and probe beams originate from a cw modelocked (82 MHz) Ar ion (Spectra-Physics model 171-07) pumped dye laser (Spectra-Physics model 375). The dye type was rhodamine 6G and output pulses were of ≤ 7ps FWHM autocorrelated and the wavelength range was 560-600 nm. Glan-laser double escape window polarizing prisms (Karl Lambrecht) selected for extinction ratio of 1e-6 were oriented at 90 degrees to one another and functioned as polarizer and analyzer of the Pockel's cell. These prisms transmit one polarization and reflect the second at approximately 65 degrees to the optical axis, rendering both polarizations available for determination of the phase change of the beam (see appendix A).

Microscope eyepiece lenses of focal length 11 mm focused the beam into the LiTaO$_3$. The free space beam waist can be determined from the results of paraxial theory applied to Gaussian beams (Kogelnick, 1965) and is well approximated by

$$w = w_0 \frac{f/z}{(1 + f/z)^{1/2}}$$

where $z = \pi w_0^2 / \lambda$, $w_0$ is the beam diameter incident on the focusing lens and $\lambda$ is the wavelength. The beam diameter was determined using the knife-edge techniques of Khosrofian and Garetz, 1983 and Suzaki and Tachibana, 1975 which infer the diameter from the intensity propagating beyond a partially blocking knife edge as a function of knife-edge position. Respectively the beam diameters obtained were 0.98 and 1.01 mm. Substituting the average of these into equ 41 the beam waist diameter obtained, $2w$, is 4.4 μm.

Aluminum electrodes of width 0.3 mm were evaporatively deposited on the LiTaO$_3$ to form the balanced transmission line with the large component of the field in the direction of the optical axis of the crystal. The substrate dimensions were 0.5 x 0.7 x 10.0 mm and the two narrow faces were optically polished for transparency to the probe beam. The remaining faces were lapped flat. LiTaO$_3$ was chosen in preference to LiNbO$_3$ because of its larger electro-optic response to a given applied field, Fig. 8(a). The substrate was mounted with one conducting film in contact with a brass support electrode of the same width. At each end a 27 GHz SMA connector was used to connect to the applied bias and a terminating resistor as shown in Fig. 9. Termination and signal display were performed by a high speed oscilloscope.
Fig. 8 (a) Field dependent birefringence and (b) static birefringence of LiTaO$_3$ and LiNbO$_3$.

Both LiNbO$_3$ and LiTaO$_3$ have non-zero birefringence when there is zero applied field, i.e. they have non-zero static birefringence, Fig 8(b). A Soliel-Babinet compensator was used to both zero the phase shift introduced by the birefringence and to set the phase shift to the quarter wave bias point described in section 2.4.

FND-100 (EG&G Photon Devices) photodiodes were selected to detect the emerging polarization intensities because of their large surface area and high responsivity in the visible part of the spectrum. They were reverse biased (90 volts), and the voltage generated across a 1 KΩ load resistor was monitored on a DC voltmeter (Hewlett Packard E2373A) to determine the phase bias, see Fig.10. The output was also AC coupled with a 0.1 μF capacitor and the periodic waveform amplitude, due to the polarization change, measured using a lockin amplifier (Standford Research, SR510).
Measurement of the field strength across the entire pulse width requires variation in the relative delay between the arrival time of the pump and probe pulses at the location of interaction within the sampling head. The variation was accomplished by changing the path length of the pump beam optical arm using a 180 degree reflector mounted on a translation stage (Klinger).

The signal periodicity and the reference waveform required by the lock-in amplifier for bandwidth narrowing were provided by a mechanical beam chopper (Stanford Research SR540), operating at 2 KHz, placed in the pump beam. At each time delay the lockin amplifier was allowed time to settle, determined by the selected time constant, \( T \), and the output was repeatedly sampled and data recorded and displayed on a computer. The signal to noise ratio is improved by longer settling times and larger number of samples, however, this leads to longer total experiment times during which laser and thermal instabilities of the electro-optic medium effect the detected signal. Hence, there is a compromise to be made between elimination of higher frequency noise and long term drift. Typically the time constant was chosen to be 300 ms.

Characterization of the relationship between an applied voltage and the system response a voltage of the form \( V_0 \sin(wt) \) was applied to the LiTaO\(_3\) modulator, and lockin voltage recorded. A typical response with slope of 4.71 e-3 is shown in figure 11. Many applications of the electro-optic sampling system demand high sensitivity. Hence calibration was extended to lower applied voltages. Figure 12 shows three examples of the system response in which the lockin amplifier output was sampled a different number of times at each applied voltage. The response is linear to within experimental error and the signal to noise ratio is seen to improve as the number of samples is increased from 1 to 200.
Fig. 11 Linear response of the electro-optic sampler to applied bias.

Fig. 12 The signal-to-noise ratio is enhanced by increasing the number of samples measured at each applied bias.

The potential for signal to noise enhancement was determined by repeated sampling of the lockin amplifier. The applied voltage was held constant and five data sets of n measurements were made, each measurement consisted of sampling the lockin amplifier m times. The average values and standard deviation are summarized in table 1 and fig 13.
Data Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>$\sigma_{n-1}$ ($\times 10^5$)</th>
<th>$\mu$ ($\times 10^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.23</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.

Fig. 13 The average value and sample standard deviation for 1, 10, 20, 100, 200 samples at constant applied bias.

The standard deviation and the slope were used to determine the minimum resolvable voltage (sensitivity) for each data set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>no. of samples</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sensitivity (mV)</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By recording 200 samples at each applied voltage the error on the measured signal is reduced to 6.7 mV and the response is linear within the error. Recalling that the electrode separation is 0.7 mm, the minimum resolvable field is 0.095 V/cm and the minimum resolvable $E_L$ product is $28.5 \times 10^{-4}$ volts.

For short duration pulse field measurements it is necessary that the pump and probe beam path lengths result in the same delay to within the accuracy of the pulse duration. Careful measurement of the arm lengths is essential. The synchronous arrival of the pulses at the sampling head was
checked by temporally replacing the LiTaO$_3$ by a cubic beam splitter. Alignment was such that both beams were incident on the same position of the reflecting face. The transmitted 50% of the pump beam and the reflected 50% of the probe beam were colinear and directed onto a fast photodiode (risetime=35 ps), the output of which was displayed on an oscilloscope. While monitoring the time difference between the two pulses the necessary minor adjustments of the arm lengths were made.

3.1 Electro-optic Sampling Measurements

As a test of the electro-optic sampling system a commercial photodiode (Antel ARS-2) was switched by the pump beam and the emerging pulse launched onto the balanced stripline. The connection was via 50 Ω, 27 GHz SMA connectors and the line was terminated with a Tektronix oscilloscope S4 sampling head (see fig 14). Fig.15 shows electro-optically determined field pulses at four $x$ positions in the crystal. The pulse is launched into the crystal at $x = 0$ and measured at $x = 1.0, 4.0, 6.0$ and 8.5 mm. A lockin time constant of 300 ms was used and at each position 200 samples were taken. An approximate measure of the resulting sensitivity is obtained noting that the signal to noise ratio in the figure is approximately 1 in 60 and multiplying this value by the 150 mV amplitude of the signal measured on the oscilloscope. The resolution is then approximately 2.5 mV which is in agreement within a factor of three with the sensitivity determined above in section 3.0.

Fig.14 A pulse launched from a photodiode is sampled by the probe beam at position $x$. 
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The change in pulse shape as it propagates on the line is the result of dispersion and reflection. A full-wave analysis (see for example Carin and Webb, 1989) using a spectral domain formulation was made for a square pulse of similar gross features to that generated by the photodiode. The field strength was determined as a function of time at positions $x = 0$ and $x = 10$ excluding, Fig 17(a), and including, Fig 17 (b), the effects of dispersion. The effects of reflection and subsequently dispersion are seen to be significant in the development of the waveform. These phenomena can be expected to play a role in the evolution of the pulse propagating in the balanced stripline.

The characteristics of the electro-optic sampling system are a spatial resolution of less than 10 μm, a sensitivity of less than 7 mV, and time resolution of approximately 7 ps. The pulse widths demonstrated are approximately 120 ps FWHM but it is at widths of < 20 ps that the technique offers measurement opportunities not available by other means. This time resolution is limited by the duration of the laser pulse, not the electro-optic effect or detection electronics, hence the temporal resolution could readily be improved by provision of shorter duration laser pulses.

The device has been used to map electric field pulses at several positions in a microstrip transmission line as a function of time. The measured pulse shapes closely resemble those calculated using an approximate model and this application demonstrates that the technique could be extended to determine reflection and transmission coefficients of pulses at interfaces, however, the purpose of this work is to provide a means of studying transient field dynamics in high power switches. Hence, the next step is to incorporate short time-scale semiconductor switches with the system.

The next section outlines the phenomena experienced by carriers at metal-semiconductor contacts, an inherent part of any switch geometry, and initial steps taken to fabricate metal-semiconductor contacts.
Fig. 15 Pulse shapes as a function of time at (a) two $x$ positions and (b) four $x$ positions.

Fig. 16 Theoretically modeled pulse shapes at $x = 0$ and $x = 10$ mm for a square pulse input both without (a) and (b) with dispersion included in the model.
4.0 PHOTOCONDUCTIVE SWITCHES.

The switching times of semiconductor materials are determined by carrier production and recombination. Materials such as GaAs and silicon-on-sapphire are known to have recombination times of the order of several picoseconds. Such materials appropriately biased are thus capable of producing field pulses a few picoseconds in duration. Hence, they provide a more stringent test of the electro-optic sampling system or alternatively electro-optic sampling serves as a means of investigating the switching characteristics. In designing a suitable switch, consideration must be given to bulk and metal-semiconductor interface phenomena as the significance of the role of each to current limitation varies with material, geometry and applied bias. As an initial step in the development of switches for the study of carrier transport this section outlines the phenomena occurring at metal-semiconductor interfaces and describes some preliminary results of fabrication.

4.1 Metal Semiconductor Contacts

Metal semiconductor contacts are inherent in photoactivated semiconductor switches. Schottky, Stormer and Waibel (1931) showed that the potential drop in a metal-semiconductor-metal system occurs predominantly across the contact region. This implies that there is some form of barrier to conduction at the metal-semiconductor interface. Braun (1874) demonstrated that the current flows more easily in one direction than the other at the contact, i.e. the contact has rectifying properties. These properties were exploited extensively in radio broadcasting long before they were understood. The high resistance in one direction but not in the other was presumed due exclusively to a layer of foreign materials at the interface prior to work of Schottky (1938, 1939) and Davidov (1939) who showed that asymmetric behavior could arise as the result of the accumulation of space charge. It was also realized that equilibrium contact conditions at every contact between different materials involves charge exchange and although quantum mechanics predicts non-linear behavior at any lattice discontinuity space charge effects dominate.

4.2 Space Charge at the Interface.

Space charges are always present at interfaces and this can be
representatively demonstrated by considering two materials in contact and having a common current. Ohm's law states that \( J = \sigma E \) and if we assume that \( \sigma_1 \neq \sigma_2 \) then \( E_1 \neq E_2 \) in the bulk sections. The non-zero divergence at the interface and Poisson's equation \( V \cdot E = \rho / \varepsilon \) leads to the conclusion that the space charge density, \( \rho \), at the interface is non-zero. This situation results in a double layer of space charge at the interface as illustrated in Fig. 17.

![Fig. 17 Potential contour at any current-carrying contact between two materials of different carrier concentration (conductivity). Note the existence of space-charge double-layer at interface.](image)

The flux term of the continuity equation, \( J = e(n \mu E + D \cdot V n) \), describes the general current density. For the special case of no gradients in the carrier density, \( n \), this reduces to Ohm's law, \( J = \sigma E \). The diffusion current density, \( eD \cdot V n \), is a departure from Ohm's law and arises because of the space charge density. This argument leads to the conclusion that third phases are not required for a non-linear resistance behavior in the contact but can be solely the result of space charge at the contact.

4.3 Formation of the Schottky Barrier.

Barriers arise in two distinctly different ways. Firstly through the difference in thermionic work functions of the two materials and secondly, from the action of surface states. Consider first, the difference in the thermionic work functions of materials for the case \( \phi_s < \phi_m \), an important practical case. When the metal and semiconductor are separated the Fermi level of the N doped semiconductor is greater than that of the metal as in Fig. 2a. Here \( \chi_s \) is the electron affinity of the semiconductor. On bringing the metal and semiconductor into thermal equilibrium by, for example connecting them with a wire (fig. 18b), the Fermi levels align and there is a net transfer of electrons from the semiconductor to the metal. These
electrons are provided by the donor atoms and as a result of the charge transfer there exists both a potential difference, $V_1$, between the vacuum level in the semiconductor and that of the metal and a depletion layer of width $w$ extending from the face of the semiconductor. The number density of donor atoms is orders of magnitude lower than the free electron concentration in the metal, hence the depletion layer is much thicker than the excess charge layer in the metal. As the separation is decreased (fig. 18c) the magnitude of the $E$ field would tend to increase without limit. This, however, is not physical and is averted by the further transfer of electrons from the semiconductor to the metal until when in contact, Fig. 18d, the voltage $V_1$ is zero. The potential $\phi_{ns}$ ($= \phi_m - \chi_s$) is the barrier potential, the energy an electron at the Fermi level of the metal must gain to be raised over the top of the barrier and into the semiconductor. The voltage $V_0$, associated with the energy between the bottom of the conduction band in the semiconductor bulk and the top of the barrier is known as the diffusion potential.
Fig. 18 Formation of a barrier between a metal and a semiconductor (a) neutral and isolated, (b) electrically connected, (c) separated by a narrow gap, (d) in perfect contact. o denotes electron in conduction band; + denotes donor ion.

The classical shape of the Schottky barrier (1938) is parabolic. This can be shown by assuming the semiconductor is homogeneous up to the boundary, that the uncompensated donors give rise to a uniform space charge density in the depletion region that is continuous rather than discrete. By twice integrating Poisson's equation for the depletion region the energy of the bottom of the conduction band is determined. For N-type material of permittivity \(\varepsilon\), \(d^2V/dx^2 = -\rho/\varepsilon\), where \(\rho\) is the space charge density. Letting \(E = -eV\), be the electron energy, Poisson's equation can be rewritten as \(d^2E/dx^2 = -\rho/e\). Assuming donors in the depletion region are completely ionized and ignoring both the minority and majority carriers, \(\rho = eN_d\), in the barrier and \(\rho = 0\) outside the barrier, we introduce a space charge discontinuity that is wholly artificial but is a zero order description of a metal-semiconductor barrier.
\[ \frac{d^2E}{dx^2} = \frac{e^2 N_d}{e} \] in the barrier.

On integration,
\[ \frac{dE}{dx} = \frac{e^2 N_d}{e} \left( x - \lambda_0 \right) \]
where \( \lambda_0 \) is the barrier width, defined as the value of \( x \) for which the field is zero.

After a second integration
\[ E(x) = \frac{e^2 N_d}{e} \left( \frac{x^2}{2} - \lambda_0 x \right) + \text{const.} \]

With the Fermi level regarded as the reference level,
\[ E(\lambda_0) = - \frac{e^2 N_d \lambda_0^2}{e} + \text{const} = \phi_n \]
\[ \Rightarrow \text{const.} = \phi_n + \frac{e^2 N_d \lambda_0^2}{e} \]
So \[ E(x) - \phi_n = \frac{N_d e^2}{2e} (x - \lambda_0)^2. \]

Fig. 19 (a) Space charge density, (b) field, and (c) electron energy at contact.

When \( x = 0 \), we have \( E(0) - \phi_n = \frac{e^2 N_d \lambda_0^2}{2e} \). This is the barrier height seen from the semiconductor side and the diffusion potential is \( V_D = \frac{eN_d \lambda_0^2}{2e} \).

The band picture, used to explain bulk phenomena, of a semiconductor arises because of lattice periodicity. At the surface of a semiconductor the periodicity is interrupted and the usual band picture does not apply at the surface. As a result, surface states exist and act to trap electrons in N-type materials. The electrons are captured from the donors in the bulk before contact and the donors which are no longer compensated extend into the semiconductor a distance \( \lambda_0 \). The barrier thickness depends on the donor concentration and the barrier height, thus the barrier thickness depends on the energetic position and the number of surface states.

The barrier discussed so far is an abstraction. It presupposes contact between perfectly clean materials. This in general is not the case of experience, where each surface may be covered with an impurity oxide layer or the metal and semiconductor can interact with one another to form a third
phase. The interaction may be inert or a chemical reaction may take place. Often the barrier is too thin (3-20 Å) or disordered to be studied by standard band theory.

![Diagram of metal-semiconductor contact with surface states.](image)

Fig. 20 Metal-semiconductor contact with surface states.

There are four important cases of third phases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-metal</th>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) near insulator</td>
<td>physically adsorbed</td>
<td>true work function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) covalent</td>
<td>physically adsorbed (e.g. Ge, Si)</td>
<td>Schottky barrier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) covalent</td>
<td>forms a compound with non-metal</td>
<td>work function &amp; surface state dependent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) covalent</td>
<td>thin oxide film</td>
<td>e.g. silicide contacts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To a first approximation the most important feature of a contact, the barrier height $\phi_b$, is a constant of the two materials. For highly ionic materials, e.g. most group II-VI compound semiconductors, the barrier height is a strongly dependent on the work function of the metal. These materials have a low density of surface states and therefore the Fermi level is unpinned. In contrast group IV and III-IV compounds are highly covalent and it is an experimental fact that the barrier height is $\frac{2}{3}E_g$ for N-type
materials and \( \frac{1}{3} E_g \) for P-type materials where \( E_g \) is the bandgap. To explain this Bardeen (1947) proposed that the high density of surface states pinned the Fermi level. Fig. 21 shows the bandgap and the Fermi level with respect to the bottom of the conduction band for several semiconductor materials.

![Fig. 21 Barrier energies for gold on several n-type covalent semiconductors; the straight line is where the barrier energy is 2/3 of the band gap](from C.A. Mead, 1966)

4.4 Current Transport Processes in a Forward Biased Schottky Diode.

Assuming the barrier height has been established, there are four mechanisms via which current can pass across the interface independent of barrier height. The current transport in metal-semiconductor contacts is mainly due to majority carriers, in contrast to p-n junctions in which most current transport is by minority carriers. The mechanisms, illustrated in Fig 22, are (a) emission of electrons from the semiconductor over the top of the barrier into the metal, (b) quantum-mechanical tunneling through the barrier, (c) recombination in the space charge region, (d) recombination in the neutral region ('hole injection').

4.5 Emission over the Barrier.

Before electrons are emitted over the barrier they must first be transported from the interior to the interface, traverse the depletion region subject to the mechanisms of drift and diffusion and on arriving at the interface their emission into the metal is controlled by the number of Bloch states in the metal communicating with states in the semiconductor. These processes are effectively in series and the current is determined by
(a) emission of electrons from the semiconductor over the top of the barrier into the metal,
(b) quantum-mechanical tunnelling through the barrier,
(c) recombination in the space-charge region,
(d) recombination in the neutral region ('hole injection').

Fig. 22 Transport processes in forward biased Schottky barrier (from Rhoderick and Williams, 1988, p89)

the largest impediment. We assume that the electrons traverse to the interface region the other two processes have been considered as current limiting by Wagner (1931) and Schottky and Spenke (1939) (drift and diffusion) and Bethe (1942) (Bloch states). The difference between these two models is illustrated by the behavior of the quasi-Fermi level for electrons in the semiconductor. (The quasi-Fermi level is a hypothetical energy introduced to describe the behavior of the electron in non-equilibrium conditions. It predicts the number of electrons in the conduction band when equilibrium theory is assumed and the quasi-Fermi level is used in the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.)

In the diffusion theory the concentration of electrons in the semiconductor adjacent to the interface is not altered by the applied bias and the quasi-Fermi level in the semiconductor is equal to the Fermi level in the metal (see Fig. 23). The main obstacle to the flow of current is drift and diffusion in the depletion region. Under the assumptions of thermionic emission of Bethe, electrons emitted from the semiconductor are not in thermal equilibrium with the metal conduction electrons. The energy exceeds the Fermi level by the barrier height. The bottleneck here is due to the process of emission of electrons into the metal.
Fig. 23 Electron quasi-Fermi level in a forward-biased Schottky barrier according to diffusion theory, according to thermionic emission theory. The broken circle shows the energy distribution of electrons which make their last collision at a distance \( l \) from the interface.

The current density prediction of the diffusion model is

\[
J = qN\mu e_{\text{max}} \exp\left(\frac{-q\phi_b}{kT}\right)\left\{\exp\left(\frac{qV}{kT}\right) - 1\right\}.
\]

The current density for thermionic emission is

\[
J = A^*T^2\exp\left(-\frac{q\phi_b}{kT}\right)\left\{\exp\left(\frac{qV}{kT}\right) - 1\right\},
\]

and that predicted by the work of Crowell and Sze(1966) which combines the two;

\[
J = \left(\frac{qN c V_r}{1 + \frac{V_r}{V_d}}\right) \exp\left(-\frac{q\phi_b}{kT}\right)\left\{\exp\left(\frac{qV}{kT}\right) - 1\right\}.
\]

These all have the same dependence on \( \phi_b \) and \( V \). Here, \( V_r \) is the recombination velocity, \( V_d \) is the effective diffusion velocity and \( N_c \), is the effective density of states in the conduction band.

4.6 The Schottky Effect

The Schottky effect is the image-force-induced lowering of the potential energy barrier for charge carrier emission when an electric field is applied. Consider a metal-vacuum system first. The minimum energy required for an electron to escape to the vacuum from the Fermi level in a metal is \( q\phi_m \) (approx. 2–6 eV). Where \( q\phi_m \) is sensitive to metal cleanliness.

When an electron is at a distance \( x \) from the metal, a positive charge
is induced on the metal surface. The force of attraction between the electron and the induced positive charge is equivalent to force that would exist between an electron and an equal positive charge located at \(-x\). The positive charge is referred to as the image charge. The attractive force, called the image force, is

\[
F = \frac{-q^2}{4\pi \varepsilon_0 (2x)^2}
\]

where \(\varepsilon_0\) is the permittivity of free space.

Work done by an electron in going from infinity to \(x\) is

\[
W = \int F \, dx = \int_{\infty}^{x} \frac{q^2}{16\pi \varepsilon_0 x^2} \, dx
\]

This corresponds to the potential energy of an electron at \(x\). When an external field is applied, the total field is

\[
PE(x) = \frac{q}{16\pi \varepsilon_0 x} + qEx \quad (eV)
\]

Fig. 24 is the energy band diagram between the metal surface and the vacuum. The metal work function is \(q_m^*\). The effective work function or barrier is lowered when the electric field is applied to the surface. The lowering is due to the combined effects of the field and the image force. (After Sze, 1981)

The Schottky barrier lowering (image force lowering) \(\Delta \phi\) and the location of the lowering \(x_m\) are given by the condition \(dPE(x)/dx = 0\).
\[ i.e. \quad \frac{dPE(x)}{dx} = -\frac{q^2}{16\pi\varepsilon_0} \frac{1}{x_m^2} + qE \]

So \[ x_m = \left( \frac{q}{16\pi\varepsilon_0 E} \right)^{1/2} \]

and \[ q\Delta\phi = PE(x_m) = \frac{q^2}{16\pi\varepsilon_0} \left( \frac{16\pi\varepsilon E}{q} \right)^{1/2} + qE \left( \frac{q}{16\pi\varepsilon_0 E} \right)^{1/2} \]

Hence, \( \Delta\phi = 2x_m E \).

These results can also be applied to a semiconductor-metal junction. However, the field should be replaced by the maximum field at the interface and the free space permittivity replaced by the permittivity of the semiconductor, then \( \Delta\phi = (qE/4\pi\varepsilon_s)^{1/2} \). The value of \( \varepsilon_s \) may be different from the semiconductor static permittivity. For GaAs the image force permittivity for \( 0 < E < 400 \text{ (V/cm)}^{1/2} \) is expected to be similar to the static value. Because of the larger values of \( \varepsilon_s \) in the metal-semiconductor system, the barrier lowerings are smaller than those of a metal-vacuum system. Although the barrier lowering is small it has a significant effect on the current transport processes in metal-semiconductor systems.

4.7 Tunneling (or Field) Emission Through the Barrier.

Under some circumstances electrons with energies below the top of the barrier penetrate by quantum mechanical tunneling. The current density is of the form

\[ J = J_s \exp \left( \frac{V}{E_0} \right) \]

where \( E_0 = E_{00} \coth \left( \frac{qE_{00}}{kT} \right) \).

\( E_{00} \) is the diffusion potential of the Schottky barrier and is

\[ E_{00} = \frac{h}{4\pi} \left( \frac{N_d}{m^* \varepsilon_s} \right)^{1/2} \]

where \( m^* \) is the effective mass of an electron.

The current density is proportional to (transition probability) \( x \) (occupied probability in semiconductor) \( x \) (unoccupied probability) in metal. If the temperature is raised the electrons are excited to higher energy levels and see a thinner and lower barrier, consequently the current density increases. This higher temperature phenomena is known as thermionic field emission and is illustrated in Fig. 25.
Fig. 25 Field and Thermionic field emission under forward bias. The diagram refers to a degenerately doped semiconductor for which $\xi$ is negative. (Padovini and Stratton, 1966)

4.8 'Ohmic' Contacts and Field Emission

Field emission is important to production of 'Ohmic' contacts. Ohmic contacts do not necessarily obey Ohm's Law but are of low resistance compared to that of the bulk. They are usually Schottky barriers on very highly doped materials. The expression for the contact resistance, $R_c$, is in general a complicated expression, Yu (1970), but the doping dependence is

$$\exp\left(\frac{\phi_b}{E_{oo}}\right) \quad \text{for field emission}$$

$$\exp\left(\frac{q\phi_b}{E_{oo}\coth(qE_{oo}/kT)}\right) \quad \text{for thermionic field emission}$$

$$\exp\left(\frac{q\phi_b}{kT}\right) \quad \text{for thermionic emission.}$$

where

$$E_{oo} = \frac{h}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{N_4}{m^*} \right]^{1/2}.$$ 

Hence for the field and thermionic and field emission the current increases at higher doping levels.

4.9 Fabrication Techniques.

Ohmic contacts can be fabricated by doping the semiconductor in the contact region. Fabrication requires the deposition of a metal, or mixture of metals, and a dopant followed by an annealing process. The deposition is
by one of a variety of techniques including evaporation, sputtering, pressure contacts, soldering or plating. We chose evaporation. In producing a contact one is faced by a several obstacles. The wetting action of metallic compounds on GaAs is low. The contact materials 'ball up' on annealing forming small islands on the substrate and resulting in a poor contact. When using a mixture of metals it is necessary to evaporate to completion to maintain the correct stoichiometry. The steps in the procedure are

- etch the GaAs substrate to remove oxide layers on the surface
- evaporate and deposit Au-Ge,
- evaporate and deposit Ni,
- anneal to promote interdiffusion,
- evaporate and deposit a metal conducting strip.

Tunneling electron microscopy indicates that the presence of a NiAs(Ge)/GaAs interface (Fig. 26) is important to lower the contact resistance and that carrier transportation via tunneling in Ge doped GaAs could be most important Ogawa (1980) has concluded that high reliability is realized when the Ni layer is thinner than the AuGe and that a rapid anneal to 500 C improves the depth of alloying and the contact character (Fig. 27).

Fig 26 Schematic illustration of the sequence of alloying reactions. Fig. 27 Alloying depth vs. annealing for two different times at maximum temperature.
Back to back Schottky diodes were fabricated and a chopped, focused laser beam was directed at one contact and then the other (Fig. 28) the resulting output current was oppositely directed when changing from one contact to the other as would be expected (Fig. 29). This indicates that Schottky barriers were indeed fabricated.

Under the assumptions that light changes the barrier by
1. changing the boundary carrier concentration on the bulk side,
2. photoexcitation of traps within the barrier region and subsequent removal of carriers by the high field,
3. the adjustment of the trap occupancies within the space charge region to the new majority and minority carrier concentrations,
Bardeen (1950) and Branbury (1953) obtained an expression for the open circuit voltage

$$V_{oc} = n \frac{kT}{q} \ln \left( \frac{I_1}{I_s} + 1 \right)$$

where $I_s$ is the saturation current, $I_1$ is the current due to incident
photons and $n$ is the non-ideality factor of the diode. Figure 30 shows the voltage measured by a $1 \Omega$ input impedance oscilloscope across the contact as a function of the incident beam power. The slope of the line for sample 2 is $0.030$ and $kT/q = 0.026$ at 300 K. The slope of the curves varies, i.e. $n$ varies. $n$ may take values between 1 and 2. $n = 1$ when diffusion currents dominate and 2 when recombination currents dominate. The curve for sample 6, the sample which was prepared by evaporation to completion, rapidly annealed and on LEC GaAs has the lowest photovoltaic voltage and lowest value of $n$ indicating that it is the most 'Ohmic' of the contacts and that diffusion currents are more important.

Fig. 30 Photovoltaic response of gold-gallium arsenide contacts to laser illumination.

4.10 Chromium Doped GaAs Switch Response.

Further experimentation with methods of depositing Au/Ge/Ni contacts to Cr:GaAs provided improved contacts as defined by the voltage switched when photoactivated and the time response of the switching circuit. These contacts made feasible the measurement of the switch response to short duration illumination by electro-optic sampling. A detailed description of the technique for contact deposition is provided in appendix B.

To improve the transmission line characteristics over that described
earlier where the fast photodiode was external to the LiTaO$_3$ electro-optic sampling head, Cr:GaAs was incorporated in the into the transmission line as shown in Fig. 31. The electrodes continued from the LiTaO$_3$ across the Cr:GaAs except for a small (25 µm) gap in the top electrode 1 mm from the LiTaO$_3$/Cr:GaAs interface. An external bias of 6 volts established a field of 2.4 KV/cm across the gap which was illuminated from above by 180 fs FWHM, 76 MHz, 150 mW, 620 nm laser pulse train.

![Diagram of Cr:GaAs switch incorporated with LiTaO$_3$ balanced stripline.](image)

Fig. 31 Cr:GaAs switch incorporated with LiTaO$_3$ balanced stripline.

This geometry reduced both the number of discontinuities and the distance through which the switching pulse propagated before being sampled. The LiTaO$_3$ was reduced to 0.35 mm resulting in a reduced half wave voltage of 2.95 KV. The measured data points are compared in figure 32 with a theoretically determined waveform. This waveform assumes that the voltage pulse decreases exponentially with a (fitted) lifetime of 20 ps as expected due to charge carrier recombination and that it is reflected from the Cr:GaAs/LiTaO$_3$ with a coefficient of 0.2886, determined from the mismatch in the transmission line impedance. The time between successive reflections is 59 ps as determined from the position of the sampling beam from the edge of the gap and the velocities of the pulse in the two media. Although the peaks align well in time the amplitudes and the shape vary considerably after the first pass of the pulse. Possible reasons for these departures, yet to be confirmed, are that the calculated reflection coefficient is not accurate. This may arise from the use of Hammerstad's expressions for the determination of the characteristic impedance in materials of relative dielectric constant greater than 16. A value for which their accuracy is not
known. Another obvious shortcoming of the calculated curves are that they make no inclusion of dispersion which is significant for pulses containing high frequency components.

Fig. 32 Electro-optically measured Cr:GaAs switch response to 100 fs FWHM laser pulse.

5.0 Conclusion

An electro-optic sampling system has been demonstrated for measurement of electric fields having variations on ultra-short timescales. The technique has been used to measure the response of both commercially available photodiodes and the photoresponse of biased Cr:GaAs. The field switched in the Cr:GaAs is resolvable because of the lowered impedance of the metal-semiconductor contacts. The contacts are the result of establishing a deposition and annealing procedure for AuGe:Ni on Cr:GaAs. In the absence of such a procedure the photoresponse would not be measurable.

The technique will now be applied to the detailed investigation of electron dynamics in high power semiconductor switches, including the dependence of switching behavior on electric and magnetic fields, and the position of illumination. These investigations will be directed towards the understanding of the persistent photoconductive phenomena known as 'lockon'.
APPENDIX A
Pockels Cell Analysis via Jones Calculus.

The state of polarization of a beam transmitted through numerous optical elements can be determined using Jones calculus. Assume the light to be normally incident on the systems elements, then it is possible to represent the effect of any element on the polarization or intensity as a linear operator acting on the electric vector or the light wave. The operator is represented in the form of a $2 \times 2$ matrix. In general the effect of an element with different refractive indices and absorption coefficients along the principle axes of the element can be treated. However, we assume absorption is zero.

Assume the $y$ direction is out of the page and we are looking down the $y$ direction from a location at larger $y$ than any element and represent the field in two components.

$$E_x = E_{0x} e^{i(\phi_x + \omega t)} \text{ and } E_z = E_{0z} e^{i(\phi_z + \omega t)}.$$ 

Which we abbreviate to

$$E_x = E_{0x} e^{i(\phi_x)} \text{ and } E_z = E_{0z} e^{i(\phi_z)}.$$ 

The state of polarization of the output of an optical element is related to the input via a matrix known as a Jones matrix. For example, consider the change in the polarization state brought about by a linear polarizer orientated at angle $\phi$ with respect to the $x$-$y$ coordinate system of Fig. Al.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. Al E components separated by the polarizer rotated to angle $\phi$.

$$\begin{pmatrix} E'_x \\ E'_z \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \cos^2 \phi & \sin \phi \cos \phi \\ \cos \phi \sin \phi & \sin^2 \phi \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} E_x \\ E_z \end{pmatrix}$$

The Pockel's cell Jones matrix
representation is

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
E'_x \\
E'_z
\end{pmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} \begin{pmatrix}
\cos \beta & \sin \beta \\
-sin \beta & \cos \beta
\end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 1-2 \alpha & 1 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix}
E_x \\
E_z
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where (i) represents the rotation function of the second polarizer at angle \( \beta \) with respect to the z axis, (ii) the total phase shift, and (iii) the polarization matrix of the first polarizer oriented at angle \( \alpha + \pi/4 \) radians from the z axis, where \( \alpha \) is small. After multiplication

\[
E'_x^2 = \frac{1}{4} \left[ (E_x^2 + E_z^2) - 4 \alpha (E_x^2 \cos^2 \beta - E_z^2 \sin^2 \beta) + \sin 2 \beta \cos \Gamma (E_x^2 + E_z^2) - 2 \alpha \sin 2 \beta \cos \Gamma (E_x^2 - E_z^2) \right]
\]

\[
E'_z^2 = \frac{1}{4} \left[ (E_x^2 + E_z^2) - 4 \alpha (E_x^2 \sin^2 \beta - E_z^2 \cos^2 \beta) - \sin 2 \beta \cos \Gamma (E_x^2 + E_z^2) + 2 \alpha \sin 2 \beta \cos \Gamma (E_x^2 - E_z^2) \right].
\]

These expressions indicate that \( E'_x \) and \( E'_z \) are complicated functions of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) and that it is of importance to set \( \alpha = 0 \) and \( \beta = \pi/4 \). For \( \alpha = 0 \)

\[
E'_x^2 = \frac{1}{4} \left[ (E_x^2 + E_z^2) (1 + \sin 2 \beta \cos \Gamma) \right]
\]

\[
E'_z^2 = \frac{1}{4} \left[ (E_x^2 + E_z^2) (1 - \sin 2 \beta \cos \Gamma) \right]
\]

and when \( \beta = -\pi/4 \)

\[
E'_x^2 = \frac{1}{4} \left[ (E_x^2 + E_z^2) (1 - \cos \Gamma) \right] = \frac{1}{2} (E_x^2 + E_z^2) \sin^2 \Gamma/2
\]

\[
E'_z^2 = \frac{1}{4} \left[ (E_x^2 + E_z^2) (1 + \cos \Gamma) \right] = \frac{1}{2} (E_x^2 + E_z^2) \cos^2 \Gamma/2
\]

hence

\[
E'_x^2 - E'_z^2 = \frac{1}{2} (E_x^2 + E_z^2) [\sin^2 \Gamma/2 - \cos^2 \Gamma/2].
\]

Taking the difference between the two signals leads to a doubling in the measured voltage swing for a given change in phase shift. For small \( \Gamma \) both \( E'_x \) and \( E'_z \) have a linear dependence on the introduced phase shift, Fig. A1.

\( E'_x \) and \( E'_z \) are directed to separate diodes, and subsequently to separate inputs of the lockin amplifier differential input. Using the differential input in this manner both increases the signal measured and enables an increased sensitivity measurement to be made.
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Appendix B

Fabrication of GaAs Switches

Materials

1. A doped substrate with one side polished

   5mm (0.196 in.) L x 0.135 mm (0.053 in.) w lapped to 0.35 mm (0.014 in.) thick

   impurity: Cr
   concentration: $8 \times 10^{15}$ / cm$^3$
   resistivity: $>10^7$ $\Omega$ cm
   mobility: 4000 cm$^2$/vs
   thickness: originally 0.020 inches
   Surface direction: 2° off (100)

   $E_{\text{HF}}$ = 12.8

2. Li Ta O$_3$  Orientation z parallel to 0.7 mm dimension.

   10 mm L x 1.5 mm (0.059) W x 0.7 mm (0.027 in) thick
   10 mm 6 x 1.5 mm (0.054 in.) W
   x 0.7 mm (0.027 in.) + 0.07 mm W Faces with optical polish, flat, parallel
   1.5 mm W Faces hand lapped and polished

3. Mica Backing

   0.0038" thick

   ![Diagram of Mica Backing](image)
4. Au 12% Ge
   0.0015 in. thick pieces cut to weigh out exact amount for 500-700 Å thick film when evaporated to completion from Tungsten (W) boat.

5. Nickel wire 99.97% purity 0.010 in. diameter
   10 in. wound on Tungsten filament

6. Tra-Con Epoxy
   Tra-bond   BA-2115

MAJOR STEPS

I. Deposition of Au 12% Ge (500-600 Å) + Ni (125-150 Å)
II. High temperature (510-540°C) Alloy
III. Deposit aluminum (8000Å) electrodes on backs of GaAs + LiTaO₃
IV. Epoxy GaAs end to LiTaO₃ on mica backing
V. Deposit aluminum (8000Å) on epoxy junction and over mica and ends
VI Deposit aluminum (8000Å) electrodes on gap side of assembly with gap masked off.

The following is a detailed description of the above procedures.

Deposit Au 12 % Ge to completion - ~ 600Å thick - on GaAs

IA. Vacuum System - Set-up

1. Diffusion-pumped vacuum system
2. Tungsten (W) "dimple" boat source with 0.0315 gms Au 12% Ge pieces
3. 4\(\frac{3}{4}\) in. throw - substrate placed directly over source
4. Glow-discharge ring 1\(\frac{3}{4}\) in. below substrate
5. Quartz crystal oscillater thickness monitor next to substrate
6. Microscope slide plate for thickness measurement on profilometer (Dektak) IIA next to substrate,
Microscope slide next to substrate. Used for thickness measurement on (DEKTAK IIA) after completion of run.

7. Resistance heater over substrate

I B. Clean and Set-up

1. Clean substrate

   Ultrasonic clean 2 mins. each in trichloroethylene; acetone; methyl alcohol, D.I. H$_2$O, blow dry with nitrogen. Chemical surface etch:

   2 mins. (3) H$_3$PO$_4$:(1)H$_2$O$_2$:(50) H$_2$O
   5 mins. 20 cc NH$_4$OH: 7 cc H$_2$O$_2$: 97 cc H$_2$O,
   Deionized H$_2$O rinse and dry nitrogen blow dry

2. Immediately load in mask-substrate holder

   The holder centers the GaAs 0.054" polished face over a 0.015 in. wide slot. A 0.001 in. diameter nichrome wire stretched across the slot creates a gap in the AuGe Film contact strip about 0.040 in. from the end of the GaAs

   Substrate holder mounted directly over Tungsten boat and Au Ge source to prevent any shadowing of wire masking. Resistance heater sits over holder. Thermocouple on holder to monitor temperature.

I C. Thin Film Deposition Procedure

   Pump down to $<2 \times 10^{-5}$T
   Heat up to $\sim 150^\circ$C
   Cool down to $\sim 80^\circ$C
   Glow-Discharge: 3 mins. 40mA 0.85kv 43mT N$_2$ 96$^\circ$C
   Pump down to $<2 \times 10^{-5}$T
Deposition:

Deposit to completion to assure proper alloy of Au-Ge until thickness monitor shows no change. 

\[ \sim 4 \text{ kHz change during deposition} \sim 500-600\text{Åth} \] Typically 80-90 wig 130 sup {o} c .br

Dry N\(_2\) up to atmospheric pressure.

DEPOSIT TOP NICKEL FILM ~ 125Å

Replace W boat + Au Ge with W filament + Ni
GaAs over Ni filament
Without removing from holder, place 
Proceed as in IA step C up to deposition
Deposition: 400 Hz change on monitor (shutter controls)

slow DEPOSITION ~ 30 sec.
Cool to < 70°C (Dry N\(_2\) ATM)

EXAMINATION OF FILM

1. Check width of Gap and "Quality" on digital measuring microscope. If no shadowing and clean edges: \( \sim 25\mu \text{ wide} \)

2. Take picture with filars at edges of Gap,

3. Check thickness of both AuGe and Ni on DEKTAK - print out AuGe: 
\[ \sim 500-600\text{Å} \text{ Ni:} \sim 125-150\text{Å} \]

II. Alloy-In

Contact deposition for OHMIC contact to GaAs "Rapid Thermal Process". Using Tantalum Boat for rapid heating and cooling

[Diagram of Tantalum and GaAs]

0.005" Tantalum
Ta cover with holes over top to confine heat but let in nitrogen
Nitrogen fed in through needle valve in base plate Weight on bell jar to allow positive pressure of nitrogen

A. Pump down - N₂ flush

Roughing pump and N₂ decrease pressure to 25 mT. 
N₂ increase pressure to ~ 1 mm of Hg Several times to flush out other gases 
Raise to atmospheric pressure and then POSITIVE PRESSURE with KN₂ Gas flow through a needle valve

B. Heat up in N₂ ATM

Increase the voltage across the tantalum boat in steps.

5V 20 secs. 
10V 40in. temperature increased to 340°C 
13V 55in. 564°C 
~ 12V 5 mins. 30 secs. 540-509°C 
(stayed mostly ~ 517°C)

-OFF-

OV 1 min. 63°C

Summary: 55 secs.at temperature increased to 364°C

5 min. 509-540°C (~2 1/2 mins. at 517°C) positive press N₂ atmosphere

1 min. temperature decreased to 63°C

C. Inspect:

Measure Gap - Take Picture
Gap should be same width as before alloying -
Should be no large globs!!
Very small "Geometric" shapes appear to be preferentially oriented parallel to Gap, across width of GaAs
III. Deposit 8000Å Aluminum Electrodes on Back of GaAs and LiTaO₃

A. Vacuum System

Diffusion pumped system,
Sputter gun with aluminum target,
Throw - Horizontal Gun to Substrates
Glow - Discharge - Ring

- No Heater -

B. Set-Up

- No - Cleaning

Back side of GaAs and 0.054 in. wide hand-polished face of LiTaO₃ over 0.015 in. W slot in holder

C. Deposition

Pump to $< 3.0 \times 10^{-6}$ T

Glow Discharge: 3 mins. 25ma. 85kV - 90mt Argon Pressure
Deposition (Pre-Sputter 5 min.)
FILM DEPOSITION: 8 min. 630V-770 mA 3.0 mT Argon Pressure
8 mm. 630V - 770 ma 3.0mT Argon
cool ~30’
Argon increase pressure to 1000 mT and then introduce air and increase pressure to ATM

IV. EPOXY GaAs TO LiTaO₃ ON MICA BACKING

A special jig is used to line up the GaAs and LiTaO₃ end to end on a mica backing piece. The mica piece is notched at the junction so a thick aluminum film may be deposited after gluing to bridge the gap in the back side electrodes deposited in Step III. Teflon “pushers” from the side, top and end assure flatness and alignment.
1. Very light film of silicon release agent wiped on jig
2. Small dab of Tra-Con Tra-Bond-2115 put on either side of notch in mica
3. Mica back placed in jig
4. Very small dab of epoxy put on end of LiTaO$_3$
5. LiTaO$_3$ now placed in jig, epoxy end centered over notch in mica
6. GaAs, with gap-end nearest junction, now carefully placed in jig
7. Side, top and end "pushers" tightened in place
8. Inspection -- Jig is open underneath at junction so it may be viewed under microscope
9. Cure epoxy: over night or 4 hrs. at 65°C

V. DEPOSIT ALUMINUM 8000Å THICK ON EPOXY JUNCTION - SAME PROCEDURE AS STEP III

1. Clean mica and ends carefully with trichloroethylene on swab.
2. Place epoxied assembly over 0.015 in. wide slot so aluminum is deposited on back side - at junction, on mica and exposed ends.
3. Deposition as in III C.

VI. DEPOSIT ALUMINUM ELECTRODES 8000Å THICK ON SIDE GAP.
1. The epoxied assembly is now placed on the 0.015 in. wide slotted jig so that the gap is centered over a 0.025 wide bridge which masks off the gap. The electrodes are deposited on either side.
2. Deposition as in III C.
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Abstract - A non-equilibrium multi-valley transport model for carriers in compound semiconductor devices has been developed. This macroscopic transport model provides an efficient scheme for device modeling, and can overcome the difficulty in evaluating the relaxation times in multi-valley conservation equations without a priori assumption of the displaced-Maxwellian distribution. This model has been successfully applied to modeling of electron transport in GaAs subjected to a rapidly time-varying field.

I. Introduction

Most transport models that have been used [1]-[6] to account for non-equilibrium phenomena in compound semiconductor devices is based on the single-valley conservation equations. It has been assumed that the energy and momentum relaxation times (r_e and r_m, respectively) only depend on mean energy (theoretically, on all moments [7] of the distribution) and is described by the phenomenological equations [3],[4]. In compound semiconductor devices, carrier behavior is described by the distribution in each valley. The distributions in different valleys obey the Boltzmann transport equations (BTEs) that are coupled by intervalley scattering. Consequently, the macroscopic description is given by a set of multi-valley conservation equations. These equations in different valleys are thus coupled by intervalley transitions. However, the relaxation times in multi-valley conservation equations can not be determined from the phenomenological equations [3],[4]. The difficulty in determining these times has led to the fact that the use of conservation equations has assumed [1]-[6] only a single valley where the carrier density, mean energy and average momentum are averaged over all valleys.

In order to determine the relaxation times and to account for intervalley transfer effects, an assumption has been made in most papers [8]-[12] using multi-valley conservation equations that the distribution function in each valley is displaced Maxwellian. These distributions are then used to evaluate the relaxation times. However, this assumption is rather severe since the distribution in compound semiconductors is appreciably different from a displaced Maxwellian.

In this paper, a transport model based on the concept of the Macro-kinetic distribution (MKD) function [7],[13],[14] (whose time scales are characterized by moments of the distribution) has been developed. The description provides an efficient scheme for device modeling, and can account for intervalley transfer effects without a priori assumption of a displaced Maxwellian distribution.

II. Multi-Valley Transport Model

The BTE in each valley is given by

\[
\frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} + \frac{\mathbf{v}_i}{h}\cdot \nabla f_i = \left( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intravalley}} + \sum_{j \neq i} n_j \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \Bigg|_{\text{intervalley}} + \sum_{j \neq i} \left( \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \right)_{\text{intervalley}} - n_i \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \Bigg|_{\text{intervalley}},
\]

where \(f_i(k_i)\) is the distribution in the ith valley, \(N\) is the number of valleys, \(k_i\) is the wave vector, \(E\) is the electric field, and \(h\) is the Planck constant divided by \(2\pi\). The first term of the RHS represents the intravalley scattering, and the intervalley scattering processes out of and into the ith valley are described by the second and third terms, respectively. The carrier density, energy and momentum conservation equations in each valley can be obtained from Eq. (1) by averaging over the distribution, and are written as

\[
\frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} + \nabla \cdot (n_i \mathbf{v}_i) = \sum_{j \neq i} n_j u_{ij} - n_i \mathbf{v}_i \frac{\partial n_i}{\partial t} \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \Bigg|_{\text{intervalley}},
\]

where \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant, and \(T_v\) is the electron temperature related to carrier energy \(e_i\) by

\[
e_i = \frac{1}{2} m_i^* u_i^2 + \frac{3}{2} k_B T_v.
\]

\(m_i^*\) is the macroscopic effective mass of carriers, and \(n_i, \mathbf{v}_i,\) and \(u_i\) are carrier density, average momentum, and average velocity in the ith valley, respectively. The averaged intervalley carrier transition rates \(r_{\text{int}}\) are defined as

\[
n_{\text{int}} \mathbf{v}_i = \int P_r(k_\mathbf{p}, k_i) f(k_i) dk_i dk_\mathbf{p},
\]

where \(P_r\) is the transition rate from the ith to jth valley. The intravalley and intervalley momentum exchange times \(r_{\text{in}}, r_{\text{out}}\) (respectively) are given by

\[
\frac{\mathbf{v}_i}{h}\cdot \nabla f_i = \int P_r(k_\mathbf{p}, k_i) f(k_i) dk_i dk_\mathbf{p} - \int P_r(k_\mathbf{p}, k_i) f(k_i) dk_i,
\]

and the intravalley and intervalley energy exchange times \(r_{\text{in}}, r_{\text{out}}\) (respectively) are defined as

\[
n_{\text{int}} \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \frac{\partial f_i}{\partial t} \Bigg|_{\text{intervalley}} = \int P_r(k_\mathbf{p}, k_i) f(k_i) dk_i.
\]

...
In the energy time scale, the time scale of the carrier distribution can be changed [7],[14] in the form:

\[ f(k,r,t) = f_{\text{M}1}(k,r,t) \text{ with } \tau_{\text{M}1} = \frac{1}{Jf_{\text{M}1}(k,r,t)} \]

That is, in the \( \tau_{r} \) scale, the space-time dependence of \( f \) is taken to result from changes in \( n_{r} \) and \( \bar{e}_{r} \). Using Eq. (8) in the BTE, given in Eq. (1), to change the scale of evolution of the distribution, it leads to a "macro-kinetic" equation for the MDK in the scale of \( \tau_{r} \). The equation for the \( \tau_{r} \)-scale MKD has been found to be, for field along z direction

\[ qE_{\text{app}} \frac{\partial f_{\text{M}1}}{\partial \bar{e}_{r}} = \left( \frac{\partial f_{\text{M}1}}{\partial \bar{e}_{r}} \right)_{r} \]

where

\[ qE_{\text{app}} = \frac{\bar{e}(0) - \bar{e}_{r}}{u_{r}} \]

with

\[ n_{r} = \int f_{\text{M}1}(k,r,r,\bar{e}_{r}) \text{ d}k \]

\( u_{r} \) is the carrier velocity. Eq. (9a) represents a distribution that obeys a steady-state BTE with a time-varying "equivalent" field of the 1st valley, \( E_{\text{app}} \), as the driving field, and \( E_{\text{app}} \) is given by Eq. (9b) in terms of \( \bar{e}_{r} \). This MKD thus responds instantaneously to \( E_{\text{app}} \) and the information in the time scale smaller than \( \tau_{r} \) is filtered. \( f_{\text{M}1} \) can be obtained from Eq. (9a) in terms of \( E_{\text{app}} \) or \( \bar{e}_{r} \), and the relaxation times or rates in each valley can be evaluated from the integrals given in Eqs. (5)-(7) using \( f_{\text{M}1} \). These rates or times are, therefore, tabulated for solving the multi-valley conservation equations given in Eqs. (2)-(4).

### III. Results and Conclusion

The developed multi-valley transport model has been applied to the study of electron transport in GaAs subjected to a step electric field of finite rise time. The velocity response to the step change in field is shown in Fig. 1. Where included are results obtained from the developed multi-valley transport model, Monte Carlo simulations using a multi-valley band model, and the single-valley approximation. The average velocity, shown in Fig. 1, obtained from the single-valley conservation equations is very similar to the previous results given in [5]; i.e. the single-valley approximation leads to faster relaxation than the Monte Carlo simulations. This is due to the fact that at the applied field electron behavior strongly depends on the intervalley scattering. The single-valley approach can not properly account for slower averaged intervalley transitions, and thus results in faster response. However, as can be seen in Fig. 1, the multi-valley transport model can take into account the intervalley transfer and therefore provides a better description than the single-valley approach.

![Fig. 1. Average velocity of electrons in n-type GaAs subjected to a step change in field.](image-url)
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